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MEMORIAL TO ‘OUR
HERO’ GARY
It is difficult not to use a well-worn phrase such

as “the community was stunned,” after the
events of the past few weeks. We are often

sceptical when we read things like that but the
sudden death of two fine, young and very healthy
men, who have grown up in this community, has
stunned nearly everyone.

Two young Marines died within weeks of
one another in very different but shocking
circumstances. Gary Wright, 22 years old and very
accomplished, was killed in Afghanistan while on
a reconnaissance patrol in Helmand province with
his unit. On the day of his funeral, Craig
Hodgkinson, aged 27, collapsed and died while
playing rugby for the navy. Both men had served
their country briefly but well, Craig having been
in Iraq and recently involved in the evacuation of
civilians from war-torn Lebanon on HMS Bulwark.

Someonewho moved to the village in the past
year commented to me that she was amazed at the
effect on the wholecommunity of the death of Gary.
The news of Craig greatly added to that sense of
shock.

Some of the press used another over-used
phrase - “a close knit community” - but these events
have shown up how close we have become that we
have been so affected. A sense of loss has been felt by many
people, for these two grew up here, went to the local primary
school, were involved in organisations, played sport and
numbered many of their peers as good friends. They will be
greatly missed.

Sadly, we
cannot draw a line
here bu t have to

The ‘Ballewan Crescent kids’laid a
wreath at the war memorial in memory
of Gary Wright

include two more friends
who have passed away. Colin Thomson, a weel kent face
around the village for many years as postman, photographer
and keen gardener, died last month. And David Hawkes, who
recently moved with his wife Judy to Somerset to be with
their family, passed away quite unexpectedly in his sleep.
Tributes to all four men are on the following pages.

Alastair Smith

A t the meeting of Strathblane
Community Council (CC) held
on the 30 th of October, the

Council was dissolved and nominations
sought for membership of the new
council. According to the accepted
criteria, the CC requires a minimum of
seven members for it to exist, but ideally
it should have twelve.

Ten nominations were received
and there was no need for a ballot as no
more than four were received for any
ward. So, these ten are now al l

councillors.
John Cushley will no longer

continue after being the longest serving
councillor - twelve years on the CC.
Two new members have joined us,
Marjorie Peddie and Finlay Fountain,
both in the Strathblane ward. We thank
John for his long service to the
community and welcome Marjorie and
Finlay.

The office bearers remain as they
were with Willie Oswald as Chairman,
Philip Graves, Vice-Chairman,
David Anderson, Secretary and
Alastair Smith, Treasurer.

NEW FACES ON THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL
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Ian, Rosemary and Karen Wright and
Joanne would like to thank everyone
for the tremendous support that the

family has received following Gary’s
tragic death in Afghanistan.The personal
visits, cards, letters, phone calls, text
messages, internet messages and flowers
that we received were of great comfort
to us all at such a diff icult t ime.
Unfortunately it would be impossible to
thank everyone individually.

We were inundated with offers of
help and the obvious sharing of grief was
very touching. Particular thanks go to
those who were kind enough to bring
grocery items to our house at a time
when it was difficult for us to go out.
We know that Gary touched the lives of
so many and we are so proud of that
and of what he achieved both in his
career in the Marines and in his personal
life. He died doing the job he loved, but
he lived life to the max.

The incredible attendance at
Glasgow Cathedral and at Strathblane
Cemetery and thereafter at The

Helmand province in Afghanistan
is unknown to most of us but
familiar, nonetheless, through

the image presented by the media, as a
remote and bleak place synonymous with
violence and killing. That image was
brutally reinforced to us on 19th October
when one of our own young men died
there at the hands of a suicide bomber
while out on patrol. Gary Wright, son
of Ian and Rosemary, older brother to
Karen, and partner of Joanne, had just
left the barracks in Lashkar Gah,
according to reports, when the bomber
attacked, also killing two young Afghan
children and seriously wounding Gary’s
colleague.

Gary is remembered fondly by so
many who knew him – teachers at
Strathblane Primary and Balfron High
schools, hismany friends and neighbours
- and watched him grow from childhood
into a fine young man who loved the
job that he had chosen. Hewas friendly,
always had a smile, and would always
pass the time of day with those he met.
Hewould often be found playing football
with the other youngsters on the circle
of grass in Ballewan Crescent. He loved
the game and not only watched every
Rangersmatch that he could, but actually
played for Rangers Boys’ Club. Not
content with that, he played for his local
teamas well, Blanefield Thistle.His dad,
Ian, said, “Gary packed more into his
22 young years than many men do in a

lifetime.”
Gary joined the Marines in 2002

and excelled in everything he did. After
training, he joined 45 Commando Royal
Marines in Arbroath and was deployed,
shortly afterwards, to Northern Ireland.
There he proved himself extremely
capableat specialised landrover driving.
He undertook the demanding Recce
Troop selection and Recce Leader’s
courses, both immensely demanding,
and excelled in both. Thereafter he spent
two years with the troop and took part
in exercises in Ghana, the deserts and
mountains of California, and in Senegal.
To all that he added his wings after a
parachute course and then went on to
learn the art of cold climate, long-range
recce which involved ice climbing and

GARY WRIGHT

Gary, you have done us proud as
well as the country you loved so
much – you are my hero. I have so
many amazing memories of you that
I will treasure for the rest of my life.
I’ll never forget you, your cheeky
smile and nature. I could not have
had a better brother and am so glad
that you were mine. I’ll be thinking
of you every day and missing you
with all my heart so until I see you
again, thank you for all those
amazing memories and I know
you’ll still be looking after me from
heaven. Love and miss you so
much, Karen xxxxxxx

Kirkhouse and Blane Valley was a
wonderful tribute to Gary, as were all
the floral tributes (including those placed
at the War Memorial). We will never
fully recover from our loss, but the
continued support we are receiving will
help to ease the suffering in the days
ahead. It has been nice to hear so many
tales of personal memories of times spent
in Gary’s company. We are indeed
fortunate to have had such a special son,
brother and partner.

A total of £2,390 was raised in aid
of Robin House Children’s Hospice,
with further funds to follow from the
Marines traditional sale of Gary’s kit.
A tribute was paid to Gary at Balfron
High's Remembrance Service and £400
was collected for Robin House, taking
the total so far to £2,790. In addition, a
magnificent model of HMS Victory has
been passed to us and we are currently
investigating the best way to use this to
raise yet more for this very worthwhile
cause. Thanks again to al l who
contributed.

THANK YOU

skidooing.
As if he didn’t have enough to do,

he was a keen photographer and one of
his pictures was included in the order of
serv ice at his funeral in Glasgow
Cathedral. It was of a very interesting
panorama view of the Campsie Fells
taken from somewhere near West
Arlehaven (see below). Apparently the
view is known as the sleeping soldier.
Gary photographed it in sections and
stitched together on his computer.

Gary was buried with full military
honours here in thegraveyard after a 21
gun salute for one who was described
by his commanding officer, Lieutenant
Colonel Duncan Dewar, in these words;
“Gary was an outstanding young Royal
Marine whose determination and
professional ability led to his selection
as a member of our highly specialised
Recce Troop. Extremely popular with a
good sense of humour, he was very
highly thought of by everyone who
worked with him. He was an excellent
Marine who died doing the job he loved
and will be missed by all his friends in
45 Commando.” And he will be greatly
missed by his friends in this community
and most of all, of course, by his family.

Sleeping soldier photographed by Gary

A SISTER’S TRIBUTE
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Difficulty contacting Stirling
Council for a solution to your

problem? Phone or e-mail your
local Councillor

Alistair Berrill

 01786 489266 (evenings)
e-mail: berrilla@stirling.gov.uk

Surgeries on the same evenings as
Community Council meetings. No
appointment needed. All welcome.

6.45pm - 7.15pm
in the Primary School

STIRLING COUNCIL
For all Council enquiries

 0845 277 7000

Mon-Fri 8am-8pm Saturday
10am-4pm Emergencies24 hour

info@stirling.gov.uk
www.stirling.org.uk

Visit Viewforth and local offices
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm

Stirling Council, Viewforth,
Stirling FK8 2ET

***********

ENVELOPES

CRAIG HODGKINSON
Al and Jude Gregor

The news of Craig Hodgkinson’s
sudden and tragic death on 7
November could not readily be

taken in. That such a fit, healthy, happy
guy should drop dead on a rugby pitch
is beyond comprehension. Many in the
village had known Craig all his life but
everyone – new friends and old – has
been hard hit. Di, John and Lee are
constantly in our thoughts.

Craig first made his mark in the
village Playgroup, held daily in the
Edmonstone Hall. The mums all have
memories, but Craig meeting a paternal
Santa Claus and at tend ing the
Hallowe’en fancy dress party as Postman
Pat, stand out for us. In Primary School
hewas instantly popular with pupils and
teachers. Even back then Craig talked
enthusiastically to everyone, was always
active and took part in everything going,
including the school football team. He
enjoyed the Cubs and celebrated the end
of primary school by organising a
Primary 7 party.

Craig went on to Glasgow High

School but retained close connections
with friends young and old in the village.
John Muir did his best to teach Craig
the bagpipes but it wasn’t easy as Craig
often didn’t turn up for lessons! Dog
walking Penny, the family Labrador,
through the bracken to Ebbie’sLoch and
daft outdoor games and challenges
amongst friends were common. The
Tennis Club second team was blessed
with his skills, the trips in his Nova to
away games being as much fun as the
tennis!

Theboys who grew up with Craig
all have happy stories about Craig’s
wonderful personality, his enthusiasm
and his great sense of fun. But he was
also a tremendously caring person,
always quick with an offer of help or a
thoughtful word. He never missed a

chance to come up for a chat, always
had something to say and showed interest
in what others were doing.

When Craig’s pals went out with
him they always knew there’d be a good
night ahead. At our son Colin’s 21stparty
therewas someconfusion over who was
supposed to be looking after whom but,
despi te hav ing his fair share of
celebratory beers, Craig still managed
to take chargeand steer Colin into a taxi.
No prizes for guessing who later
instigated a game of rugby on the
Meadows at 5am, the players still
resplendent in their kilts!

Everyone is proud of his success
in the Marines, where he won the
prestigious King’s award and was highly
thought of. At rugby for Glasgow
Hawks he was the top points scorer for
a couple of seasons. ‘Hodgy’ was also
the star of their successful tour to South
Africa in 2003, both on and off the pitch.
Having just come back from playing
rugby for the Navy (again in South
Africa), he was about to embark on a 2-
year posting to Faslane, where he was
to work in recruitment and would have
been a wonderful ambassador for the
Marines.

That Craig was thought of so
highly – not just by people who knew
him from the village but by everyone
who knew him – was reflected in the
hugeattendance at the funeral.Craig and
Zoe were a wonderful couple and she,
Di, John and Lee all face dark days
ahead. Happy memories and good
friends will help them through this awful
time.

With our last issue we included
envelopes to encourage our
readers to send in donations for

the support of theBlane. Unfortunately,
because of technical problems - two
uncooperative printers - weonly covered
half the area. We are repeating the
process and we hope that, if you have
not already done so, you will take the
opportunity to make a contribution.

The Blane is distributed freely to
the whole community and we trust that
you appreciate and enjoy it. However,
it costs a great deal of money to produce
and we do depend almost entirely on
voluntary contributions.

We did not get many envelopes
back but we are very grateful to those
of you who kindly responded, some of
you very generously. We havesent thank
you notes to everyone except those who
sent anonymous gifts. To the latter we
say a big thank you.

You can make a donation on the
website - make sure you click the Blane
page and scroll down - or put money
into the cash box in Browns, the Library
or the Chemist.

Emma Findlay

Are you over 18 and looking for a
good night out? Then why not
come along to the Strathblane

Senior Citizens at the Edmonstone Hall
every second Tuesday at 7.30 p.m.
where you will enjoy a variety of
entertainment.

Since the start of this session we
have enjoyed a Country and Western
Evening, a Wine Tasting Evening,
Music Down the Ages, and, to keep
everyone’s brain active, a Picture and
General Knowledge Quiz.

Forthcoming evenings are varied
and there is something for everyone’s
taste. Once the entertainment is finished,
the second part of the evening begins -
the sumptuous suppers. Why not give
us a try - you will be given a warm
welcome?

The next meeting is 9th January
with a visit to Aladdin and a meal, and
on 23rd January there is a great evening
- we shall be entertained by
Murray O’Donnell and friends.
Don’t miss it.

SENIOR CITIZENS
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This ‘n’ that...

Alastair Smith

On Monday, 20th November a service of
thanksgiving for David Hawkes was held in
All Saints Church,Trull, near Taunton where

he and his wife Judy moved from Blanefield five
years ago. David died suddenly, at home, on
Saturday 11th November. The Church was full with
family and friends both old and new and the service
was conducted by Reverend Adrian Youings who
spoke warmly of David’s enthusiastic commitment
to the church in Trull and his involvement with the
young people of the parish. John Williams, from
America, and Mike Shortland, both of whom had
known David for 50 years, spoke with great sincerity
and humour of the experiences they had shared with David, as a colleague and
friend, and also with Judy and their families. Geoff Philips, from our community,
told of the friendships David and Judy had madeduring their 25 years in Blanefield,
and of David’s involvement and commitment both within our village and the Parish
Church.

In 1956, after his National Service as a pilot in the RAF, David joined the
team conducting research into nuclear energy in Harwell. It was while he and Judy
were living in Weymouth that Adrian, Caroline and Nicola were born. David
joined British Steel, and in 1975 the family moved to Blanefield. David had a great
love for theoutdoors, and he particularly enjoyed walking in the Scottish mountains,
fishing and swimming in the Scottish lochs and sailing around the Western Isles
regardless of the weather!

David was a committed member of the Anglican Community, but rather than
seek out an Episcopalian congregation on their move north, he and Judy chose to
join the Presbyterian Church of Scotland in Strathblane. With his typical enthusiasm
he became involved in the work of the local church and was invited to become an
elder. He was especially committed to the young of the parish and enjoyed leading
and taking part in their discussions He cheerfully tolerated what he considered to
be Presbyterian eccentricities.

When British Steel retracted their operations in Scotland, a decision that
David believed to be more political than economic, he left and formed his own
company “Hawkes Enterprise”. Although he described himself as a Consultant
engineer, he was able to help hundreds of small businesses grow and prosper, not
just with his engineering skills but also with his ability to guide them in the right
direction.

Another great passion of David’s was tennis, and it was largely as a result of
his efforts that the local club was awarded a lottery grant to modernise their facilities
and all weather courts and flood lighting were installed.

David and Judy decided to move south to be nearer their family, and even
though they loved being with their grandchildren and walking the Quantock hills of
Somerset, they would regularly return to Scotland, and as often as possible arranged
their visits to coincide with the various village functions that they had enjoyed so
much when they lived here.

The move south meant that David could again re-join the Anglican community
and involve himself in the work of his local church in Trull. He co-ordinated the
church’s welfare group, looking after members of the community who were in
need of emotional and practical support. Needless to say, the local tennis club was
also one of the first places David headed towards on his arrival there.

David will be remembered for his insatiable appetite for fun and adventure
coupled with a sincere interest in helping others.

DAVID HAWKES COLIN THOMSON

A weel kent face in the village
passed away on the 6 th of
November. Colin Thomson and

his older brother Tommy grew up here,
attending Strathblane Public School
(known locally as Blanefield School) and
Balfron High.

He continued his education at
agricultural college where he excelled
through his great love of horticulture.
His studieswere interrupted by national
service in the RAF and, after his return
home, his mother became ill, needing
full-time care. He took on the job of
relief postman to allowhim to look after
her and eventually that position became
permanent and he occupied it for 21
years.

Colin was a keen photographer and
presented many slide shows of his
pictures to theWRI and Women’s Guild.
He regularly helped the scout leaders at
camps. His love of plants developed and
he won many trophies for his dahlias at
flower shows. He was also well known
locally for his love for Birman cats.

He was a quiet, sensitive man who
will be long remembered.

Colin Thomson on the left with his
lifelong friend Archie Campbell

Anewly built house,The Wildings,
in Moor Road, was burnt to the
ground one night in November.

Firefighters were unable to save
the bui lding and concentrated on
preventing the spread of the fire to the
surrounding trees and from there to the
neighbouring properties.

PC Paul Barr reported at the CC
meeting this month that the fire appeared
to havebeen started by an electrical fault.

FIRE ALARM
• Village Club - the sum of £260 was raised by the committee who held a dance
and £336 was raised at the Heritage Society’s quiz night. The money will be used
for internal refurbishment of the building.

• Voters Roll - if you have not already done so, you should return your completed
form immediately. Failure to do so will result in a substantial fine.

• Scottish Gas - winter rebates and grants are available for SG customers if they
are on certain benefits. There is a short registration period so you need to register
as soon as possible. To register, phone 0845 602 2008 and have your customer
reference or account number available.

• Paths maintenance - The library and playpark paths have been neglected for the
past couple of years but Stirling Council has promised to treat them with
granular herbicide in January and then spray with liquid weedkiller in the
summer and then on a regular basis.4
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Alastair Smith

At a time when areas of the world are
suffering from drought we seemto have
too much! And it gives us grief.

Down by Park Place the force of moving
water is eroding the stream’s bank, and if nothing is done
about it soon, the nearby roadway will be undermined. And
the football pitch is better suited to mud wrestling than soccer.
But things are in hand.

When there is a risk of a river bank being undermined
by flowing water, it is usual to reinforce the existing bank
with stone or metal shuttering.When stone is used, this could
be a formal wall, usually seen when a river goes through the
centre of a town or piles of rock just dumped at places of
weakness. Latterly, gabions would be placed in position.

A formal wall looks nice and will stop the corrosion,
‘though by not slowing down the water flow can cause the
problem of erosion to move further down stream. Dumping

rocks at a point of
weakness could
solve theproblem of
erosion, but if not
done correctly the
water flowwill work
its way through and
around the rocks just
aggravat ing the
problem.

Gabions are
steel cages filled
with rocks that
should be properly
bedded onto a firm
foundation. One
down by Park Place
does not seem to
have been properly
made or installed
correctly and has

collapsed. It was made from chicken wire. Others nearby
have been made from steel rods and filled with correctly sized
stone. Part of the stream’s flow has diverted itself around the
rear of the collapsed gabion causing the erosion.

I was surprised to hear that this area is the responsibility
of the housing department. They acknowledge the problem
and have plans“in hand” to deal with it. Thesimplest solution
might be to remove the collapsed gabion, plant a new one and
back fill behind it with rocks and stones - an engineering
solution, but not a very attractive one. They are proposing to
build a “living” bank.

Instead of using man-made materials as reinforcements,
living stakes of willow will be driven into the bank. Then
thinner stems will be woven between these stakes and the area

backfilled with a mixture of soil and rocks. The willow will
quickly grow a root system and will bind the soil and stones
together allowing other plants to grow, and might even provide
accommodation for our little furry friends who live in
riverbanks. It is hoped that this work will be done over the
winter.

DRAINAGE PROBLEMS
Draining the football ground has been a problem for

years. Drains were put under the pitch, but they did not seem
to completely solve
the problem. Over
the fence from the
football pitch and
ad jacent to the
Riding School there
is a muddy pond.

It was
assumed that the
pond was the result
of a spring in the
area. Recen t
investigations by
Andrew Forrest
have found that it is
in fact filled by a
seven inch drain
feeding in to the
west of the pond. To
the sou th of the
pond, and adjacent
to an old stump,
there is a nine inch
drain, 1½m below
the foo tbal l
ground’s level, that
shou ld drain the
pond.

Unfortunately
it is blocked approximately under the pitch’s centre circle.
From the materials used in their manufacture, these pipes
were possibly put in when the railway was being built.

While it is known where the pipe is definitely blocked,
where it empties into the Blane Water is a mystery. There is a
suspicion that over the years the bed of the Blane Water has
risen concealing and blocking the pipe’s exit. Simple rodding
will not unblock it, and the pipe will need to be dug out and
exposed. The proposed solution is to expose, completely, the
pipe going through the football pitch, and replace it with a
larger diameter pipe with a clear outflow. This would not
only drain the pool, but, hopefully, it would lower the water
level underneath the football pitch.

It is hoped that this work will be carried out before
the start of the summer football league next year.

WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE !

The burn is threatening to undermine
the roadway where a gabion has
collapsed

Above, excavation work to find the
cause of the flooding and water on the
football pitch

W e are George and Sy lv ia
Appleby from York and, life
long, close friends of Dennis

and Barbara Kirk who now live in
Netherblane, Blanefield. We have been
coming up to stay with them in May each
year since they moved to Scotland, but
this recent visit was special.

Their daughter Sally, of Killearn,
secretly arranged for us to come up and
stay overnight with her, husband John
and sons Ross and Kyle on Thursday
last, 21st September. The following
evening we were at the Black Bull,
Killearn, with Sally and family and her
brother Andrew, hiswife Susan and their
sons, Tom and Matthew and his wife

EMERALD WEDDING
Vickie, who had also arrived
from York. Our presence was a
complete surprise to them and we
helped the whole family to
celebrate the Emerald Wedding
Anniversary (55th) ofDennis and
Barbara.

We all had a wonderful
evening and we stayed on with
Dennis and Barbara until today
(Monday 25th). During the
weekend, us four oldies, (111
years of marriage between us),
were at Callander, Balloch and
Aberfoyle and enjoyed our usual
evening domino sessions whilst
enjoying our memories and a wee dram.

Dennis and Barbara Kirk (centre) with George
and Sylvia Appleby at Balmaha
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VIEW FROM THE POLICE OFFICE
Paul Barr

Security Advice – Now that winter
is upon us again, may I take the
opportunity to remind readers of

their responsibilities in relation to crime
prevention.

Please ensure that doors and
windows are locked in your homes and
don’t leave tools in the garden that could
beutilised by a thief.Use timers for your
lights and leave a radio on when you
are out. If you have an alarm system,
please use it.

Sharp increase
After a three month period with no
break-ins the autumn months sawa sharp
increase in this type of crime. A male
from the Strathclyde area has now been
arrested for other matters and a report
will be sent to the Procurator Fiscal at
Stirling in relation to a number of these
crimes. We are not complacent and still
recognise that criminal activity increases
in the run-up to Christmas. Road check
operations will be carried out in an effort
to detect and deter travelling criminals
and heighten crime prevent ion
awareness.

Mini-Motos
A complaint has been received that

youths on mini-moto motorcycles and
off-road motorcycles have been riding

along the network of paths near to the
play park and football pitch.This activity
poses obvious dangers and causes
damage to the paths which have recently
been improved via grants from the
Greenheart Project.

These machines can only
be used on privateground with
thepermission of the landowner
and young persons using them
should wear a helmet and be
supervised by a responsible adult.

If a mini-moto is being used
illegally, dangerously or in a way likely
to cause a nuisance then we have
several options depending on the
circumstances, namely;

After a warning has been given
thebike can be seized and the
owner can reclaim it after a
fee has been paid.
The rider can be prosecuted under
road traffic law and if found guilty
can be fined and have points added
to licence. If the rider is too young
to have a licence, the offence can be
held on file and the points added once
a licence is applied for.
Illegal or nuisance use can be used
as evidence in an application for an
Anti-Social Behaviour Order.

I know that these machines will
feature on many youths’ Christmas
present lists. Please consider the

information I havegiven and ensure that
you don’t buy a present that might get a
child in trouble with the police.

Wildlife Detectives
Keep your eyes peeled for this TV

programme which will be screened on
the BBC over the winter months.

As some of you may know, I
am also a wildlife crime officer
for the force and a film crew
accompan ied me whilst I
carried out some of my duties
in relation to this role. The

series follows the varied work of
wildli fe crime officers al l over
Scotland and promises to provide an
insight into th is increasingly
important role carried out by the
police.

If anyone wishes to report a
crime or receive information, I can

be contacted at Blanefield Police Office
on 01360 770224 or via the force website
at www.centralsco tland.police.uk/
l o c a l p o l i c i n g /
stirling_dunblane_blanefield.php

Information regarding crimes can
also be passed to Crimestoppers on 0800
555 111.This can be done in confidence
and a reward may be payable.

I would like to take this
opportunity to wish readers a Merry
Christmas and a safe and prosperous
New Year.

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
Bob Flashman

SAFER ROUTES TO SCHOOL
NEW CROSSING FRO M
KIRKHOUSE INN CAR PARK

When the Community Council
(CC) was invited to submit
their views to the Stirling

Counci l (SC) Roads Departmen t
proposal, i t took the position of
supporting, if at all possible, the view
taken by the variousbodies representing
the school. Two site meetings were held
with the Roads Department and special
emphasis was placed on the preferred
route from the Kirkhouse car park
through the wooded area direct to the
zebra crossing. In the event this proved
to be virtually impossible with the
ground required to accommodate the
pathway being privately owned and not
available for sale. In any event the SRTS
budget would apparently not meet the
costs of the extended pathway.
However, the Roads Department have
agreed to widen the pathway adjacent
to the wall by a minimum of 500 mm
from the proposed ramp, to the zebra
crossing. The refuge or pedestrian island
opposite the car park ramp, which was
highlighted as a potential unmanned

crossing point, is to be retained
despite concerns expressed by
ourselves and the School Board.

It should be noted that this island was
featured, in an earlier Atkins plan, close
to the proposed position, and was to be
eventually one of nine or ten refuge
islands situated throughout the village
as part of the main objective - to slow
through traffic (see below).

A81 - THE NEXT STAGE

It has been agreed with the Head of
Roads Department that the CC will

be invited to submit the community’s
view on the continuing consultation
process. In May 2005 much useful
opinion was gathered from a well
attended public meeting in the Village
Club and based on that response,
submissions were presented to SC. The
programme now needs to beupdated and
to take the process further it is intended
to form a working group of local
residen ts representing those most
affected by the plan. They will be asked
to consider the proposal as it now stands,
make suggestions and especially to
prioritise a programme. (Prioritising is
important because, as always, funds will
be in short supply!) Care will be taken

to pub licise the find ings to the
community in general before submitting
recommendations to SC.

VEHICLE (SPEED) ACTIVATED SIGNS

For some time now a VAS has been
in evidence opposite the Village

Club. A second sign is to be installed at
the Blanefield north entrance to the
village on the opposite side of the road.
The supporting poles and power supply
wil l be permanen t bu t the signs
themselves will be installed on a 4 month
cycle. Experience shows these signs
have a positive initial impact but after a
period of time some regular road users
ignore the message and their impact
diminishes. The signs once removed are
situated in other villages in the county
until it is our turn again.

At a series of meetings (Roads)
chaired by SC, your CC made a strong
case, given the effect of heavy commuter
and tourist traffic through the village,
that a total of four permanent sign sites
be installed with a further site being
designated for frequent temporary
signage. It remains to be seen how
successful we will be but Stirling have
already promised to carry out a ‘robust
survey’ on village traffic throughput and
speed so hopes are high. Finance is
available and has been ‘ring fenced’ for
this project.

If you wish to be included on the
Steering Group please contact
robertflashman@gmail.com or

call 770979.
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BURNS CLUB

Mike Menzies

GROUP STUDY
EXCHANGE

INTERNATIONALISM
and education have

always been two
main principles of Rotary

Foundation - the in-house charity of
Rotary International. The Group Study
exchange visit from North Carolina,
USA, in which the Rotary Club of
Strathendrick took part, was a good
example.

Thorns Craven, a retired lawyer
and member of The Rotary Club of
Ronaldo, led the team comprising
Mellissa Burroughs, a local government
officer, Adrienne Byrd, a museum
manager, Bill Stone, a youth worker and
Jason Pierce, a film maker and
performer. They stayed locally with
membersof the Club and visited Stirling
Council, the Smith Museum, Balfron
High School and R.S.A.M.D. as part
of their vocational programme. They
also addressed The Rotary Club of
Strathendrick at their weekly meeting.

Since their visit coincided with the
Buchanan 500 celebrations in Killearn,
they were all taken to the Dinner and
Ceilidh and fully participated in the
dancing.

The team has now moved on to
visit other Rotary Clubs in the district -
from Stranraer to Oban, and will
experiencemore of our culture and ways

STRATHENDRICK ROTARY CLUB GROUP STUDY
EXCHANGE AND BRIDGE NIGHT

7

The Club meets every Monday
evening - 6.30 for 7.00 in the
Black Bull in Killearn. If you are
interested in finding out more
about the Rotary Club of
Strathendrick, please contact
Robert Cranstoun 440697 or
Allan Watson 860326. 7

of working before returning
to North Carolina in mid
October.

Bridge Night

The Rotary Club of
Strathendrick recently held a
Charity Bridge Drive in
Killearn Village Hall. Sixty
p a r t i c i p a n t s
enjoyed a social
evening, with an
excellent supper
prov ided by
members of The
Inner Wheel Club
of Strathendrick
and Rotary wives.

Thanks to
g e n e r o u s
donations to the
raffle, a sum in
excess of £700 is
available to help
Macmillan Nurses
and Riding for the
Disabled.

Mr Bronek Rybarczyk of
Gartocharn won the bridge with Mike
Jackson, and Douglas Arthur picked up
the prize for the first (small) slam of the
evening.

The Rotary Club of Strathendrick
will hold another Bridge Evening on 28
March 2007.

Above: GSE team
with club
president Robin
Veitch and left,
bridge night

Gordon Posnett

Theannual Burns
Supper will be
held in the

pr imary school on
Saturday 27th January
2007 at 7.30pm.
There will be abar and
all the artistes are local
with the exception of
Alistair McFarlane,
who will give the Immortal Memory.

The cost of tickets has been held
at £12 per head and are available from
Gordon Posnett (770113) or any
committee member. Doors open at
6.45pm. The Kirkhouse Inn around 1909

Alan Campbell

The website is going strong. By
the time you read this, we will
have lots of new (old) local images

to look at. This is the most popular
section of the website so we hope you

WEBSITE
www.strathblanefield.org.uk

enjoy the new images. We are always
looking for new additions so please don't
hesitate to contact us if you have
anything you think would be good to
have on the site. One area we need your
input on is the “what’s on” section. We
try to cover most of the local events but
don’t always capture everything; so
please let us know if you are planning
someth ing so we can help you to
publicise it.

Finally, despiteMorag’s hounding
them, the clubs and organisations are
somewhat shy about contributing details
to the site. There are real benefits to
having your club/organisation listed on
the website, especially in attracting new
members and informing existing ones
about your activities.

Go on - have a look at what the
other organisations have done and
contact us to add your bit!.
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FLY TIPPING
40 Netherblane

Dear Editor,

Last year I wrote regarding the fly-
tipping of garden waste dumped in 3
plastic black bags at the South West
corner of the football pitch in the rough
area.

The same dumping had happened
the year previous. In black bags, tied
up, so as to prevent the old plants etc
frombeing attacked by frost and weather
and thereby from breaking down.

This year the culprit has travelled,
by car I assume, along the old railway
line, to the track edge and opposite the
water works entrance to the tunnel area,
to dump the 3 black plastic bags, filled
with the same ro tt ing p lan ts. As
previously, the bags were tied at the top
and I tore the bags open to allow
weather. At this stage I havenot removed
the bags themselves.

I note with interest the article on
the old railway line.

Jim Guy

CAR SHARING

Dear Editor,

I usually car share to my work but due
to unforseen circumstances the two
people that I car share with could no
longer continue with this arrangement.

Mister
Handyman

Small Jobs Household Repairs Maintenance
No job too small for Mister Handyman

SmallTask Service
Low Rates and no local call out charge

General Repairs & Maintenance

Call Charlie Ward
01360-771313

Ideal service for those who live alone, are hopeless at
DIY or are simply too busy working.

I believe that car sharing is extremely
positive as not only does it reduce the
number of cars on the road but also helps
to reduce Carbon Dioxide emissions.
This is obviously very good for the
environment and helps to reduce the
harmful effects of climate change.

Would it be possible for the Blane
to write an article on Car Sharing and
the positive effects and perhaps have a
section at the back for people to input
their details for car sharing with name,
address and when and where they are
travelling to on adaily basis. This would
present a very positive image for the
village as one in which the people care
about the environment and are prepared
to take real practical steps to look after
our environment.

If I could have your thoughts on
this, I would be very grateful.

Thanks.
Rodney Allan

(Anyone like to respond to this? I only
have to walk for 20 seconds to get from
my breakfast table to my office - Ed.)

MEMORIES

Ryde, Isle of Wight

Dear Editor,

Referring to Lilian Law’s letter (Sept 06)
regarding Dumbrock and Park Terrace,
I would like to take a trip down memory

lane knowing that your readers will be
both intrigued and nodding their heads
– ‘Yes I remember that or this.’

Who remembers?:-
Park Terrace – The Big wash

house with three or four largewash tubs;
the large drying lawns with four poles
in a square for each house – who knew
which was which?

Remember - Mrs Jolly and Ms
Finch “butt and bens” at the bottom of
the glen – (the bad witch and the good
witch - guess who was the good one).
Mrs Jolly and thewonderful jar of boiled
sweets which was always half full.

Remember - The railway line and
the bridges – walk down to the football
pitch under the huge arch or climb up
the side of the arch and have the most
wonderful view of the game below. The
other bridge at the beginning of
Strathblane which was the bane of
pedestrianswhen flooded.

Remember - The chicken houses,
now garages at the back of the Doctor’s
going towards the ‘new scout hut’. Rats,
rats, loads of rats – I think there were at
lest 3 or 4 sheds housing 30+ chickens.

Remember - That hut across from
Browns the shop – what was in there??

Remember - Lanky McLean and
his angel wife AnnieBone next door with
her ‘little shop of goodies’ - four black
jacks for a penny, lucky potato and the
sherbert fountain.

Remember - The old church (now
converted); what an outcry in its day;
theold school where ¼ pint of milk was
either freezing or boiling; the store down
Station Road; Findlay’s dairy where
snow or shine the village got their milk;
the Co-op where school uniforms were
the compulsory buy.

Last bu t no t least – the last
“outpost” of thevillage, thePost Office!!

Ghislaine Dyer

PS Hope this little scribble will jog
peoples’ memories and encourage them
to write in with their recollections of the
wonderful place in which they live.
There is plenty more where this came
from – “Recollections of the Strath.”

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
(How nice to get letters! It is rare but very welcome. Please keep them coming.)

Paul Fisher

A lot has been
h a p p e n i n g
with SOSC

since our last
newsletter…
New Committee: Jonathan Owens and
I are co-chairing, Mandy McCarron is
Secretary. The Treasurer position is
vacant, although thankfully former
treasurer Sue continues to assist us
meanwhile. Lesley Sherwood and Ruth
Wilson are also on the committee
Races: The 5 & 10ks in August proved
a success, raising £1000. We plan to
repeat the races in Spring 2007. Watch
out for details.
SOSC on the web: Staff and committee
members have been successful in
applications for new equipment. This
will enable us to buy a PC and get the
club online. We have our own website,
www.sosc.org.uk. We could use any
experts out there to help us build
interactive booking.
New play equipment: We have some
great new toys and activities as a result

of successful grant applications.
Now the children can play air
hockey, giant Connect 4 and even

OUT OF SCHOOL
CARE

play in a great inflatable Atlantis!
Easy fundraising: Shop online, help

SOSC. You might have seen our earlier
flyer on ‘easy-fundraising, thanks for
those that went through this route to
shop, we’ve already raised £50. Please
keep using th is l ink
www.easyfundraising.org.uk/uk/sosc to
help us raise funds for the club.

Countryside Matters
Stirling Council

Chris Waddell, our Biodiversity
Officer, recently received an
email enquiry regarding the

potential establishment of earth mounds
to prevent tortoises crossing local roads.
The road referred to was not recognised
in the Stirling Council area, however,
from a bit of research, Chris identified
it as possibly being within Falkirk
Council, although he was still slightly
perplexed at the occurrence of tortoises,
or as he thought perhaps terrapins. In
respond ing to the enquiry , Chris
explained his difficulty in offering
advice, with tortoises not being native
to this country. The response clarified
the position - the enquirer had been
looking to obtain feedback fromthe City
of Stirling, Western Australia!

TORTOISE TEASER
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R DICKSON CARS
Private Car Hire for every Occasion

2 x 5 door Hatchbacks
6 Seater Galaxy - with Trailer

mob: 07801 372735
or  01360 770040

THE KIRK

Elizabeth Sutherland

We haveventured to numerous biblical
sites. Israel was the favourite which a
large group from the village visited in
1999. The political climatehas hindered
further travels to Israel, but groups have
travelled to Jordan, Egypt and Turkey.

We visited Turkey in October and
it was an amazing time. We flew to
Ankaraand travelled south. For two days
we explored the unique geological
foundations and ancient churches built
in to the rocks in Cappadocia.
Cappadocia, in central Turkey, is a
region of bizarre wonders. Two high
mountains erupted at times, covering the
land with lava. A plateau was formed of
tuff (rock formed by fine volcanic
fragments and dust) which was
continually altered through the centuries
by eruptions from smaller volcanoes.

Prior to the Moslem invasions
in the 7th century the region was
an important church centre.
There are many beau ti fu l
frescoes of Biblical scenes. We
also explored one of the
underground cities. I understand
that thirty eight of those have
been discovered to date. They
are amazing structures, eight
stories deep, that could have
hidden several thousand people.
With lo ts o f photos we
proceeded south to Pisidian
Antioch and Iconium, places
well known to Paul, and to
Perga, where he landed in
Europe.

We then boarded a gu let
(motorized yacht) for a week’s sailing
in what is reckoned to be the most
beautiful part of the Mediterranean. We
visited numerous places associated with
Paul, and the Lycians. One place was
Myra where we found a large church
whose minister had been St Nicholas.
How hearrived in Lapland we could not
guess! Altogether it was a most
memorable trip with great fun and
fellowship.

The only pilgrimage planned at the
moment are to Oberammergau for the
Passion Play in 2010. We visited it twice
in 2000 and I hope there will be groups
in both June and September. We have a
week’s holiday to start with in a very
pretty Austrian village, Maria Amm,
about an hour’s journey from Salzburg.
More information to come!

PILGRIMAGES Shirley Findlay,Elizabeth Sutherland, Donald
and Marjorie Peddie at the bow of a gulet

GUILD
Isabel Brown

The new session of The Guild
resumed on 2nd October. Already
we have had a var iety o f

interesting speakers including a visit
from The Glasgow Theatre Guild. On
the 20th November we had a sponsored
“knit in” for the Crossroads charity and
the result of our efforts made knee
blankets for The Strathcarron Hospice.
Many thanks are due to all those who
took part and for the donations received.

Wemeet in The Kirk Rooms every
second Monday at 7.30pm. and a warm
invitation is extended to all ladies and
gentlemen who wish to come along.
There is always an interesting and varied
programme of events.
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Jane McCallum

As yet another year draws to a close,
we say goodbye to several of our
older Brownies as they move up

to Guides. They are Catriona Graves,
Eilidh Peddie, Rhianna Stanners, Jayne
Callender and Amy Ferguson. We wish
you all the best and hope you have
enjoyed your time at Brownies. We also
say goodbye to two new recruits - Juliette
and Camille Lemoine as they move out
of the area.

Once again we have had a busy and
varied programme of activities. On our
Healthy Eating Night theBrownies were
ab le to try 8 d ifferent frui ts and
vegetables, some familiar and some not
so familiar. Avocado was the least
popular by miles with blueberries and
pineapple being most of the girls’
favourite.

We spent two weeks learning about
space and made some fantastic friezes
showing some of the better known
constellations. We were visited by two
very tiny and extremely cute puppies – thanks to Ann Penrice
for bringing them. The girls have also enjoyed making
doorhangers and salt-dough Christmas tree decorations as well
as planting daffodils as part of the Marie Curie Pots of Care
Campaign.

We held a spooky Halloween party with the Brownies
all doing their party-piece! Well done to Connie Lynch and
Heather Kelly, joint winners of best costume prize!

A visit to Strathclyde Police Horses in mid-November
was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone – even by the non-
horsey among us! Glasgow, the skewbald horse stole the heart
of many Brownies. WPC Nicky was very impressed with how
well the girls behaved and on the number of appropriate
questions they asked. We hope our planned end of session
outing to see James and theGiant Peach at theCitizens Theatre

goes as smoothly.
A group of Strathblane Brownies took part in the

divisional It’s a Knockout event held at Auchengillan in
September. This was a great opportunity to meet other
Brownies,Guides and Rainbows from our division, play games
and of course take part in a giant sing-song round the camp-
fire. Great fun was had by all.

Once again we would like to thank Hilary Peddie and
Sally Gray for their help throughout the year. Thanks also to
the parent helpers. Brownies could not run without your help.
Our last meeting of the session will be the trip to the Citizens
Theatre on 5th December. We plan to start back on the 9 th of
January. If your daughter would like to come to Brownies,
please contact Claire 771816 or Jane 771281 as wehave places
available.

BROWNIES

Strathblane Brownies at the ‘It’s a Knockout’competition at
Auchengillan in September

Avril Sandilands

O ur AGM took place at the
beginning of October. Due to
the lack of response/attendance

we were unable to form a committee.
Without a committee we were unable to
operate under Scout Association rules.
In order to stop the doors being closed
on the Beavers, Cubs and Scouts another
meeting was arranged for Mon 13
November. We are pleased to say that
this timepeople did turn up (14 parents)
and a committee was formed. A report
on the previous year’s activities was
delivered by each of the section leaders.
An edi ted version of this is as
undernoted:

BEAVERS (Avril)
An average of 20 boys in membership
and on ly two warran ted leaders.
Activities ranged from the traditional
Halloween and Christmasparties, Burns

night, Panto visit and village
cleanup, trips to the Glasgow
Science Centre’s Christmas

Extravaganza (payment of which came
by way of sponsorship from aparent who
wishes to remain anonymous), a visit to
Strathblane Falconry Centre and to
Mugdock for an evening’s owl pellet
dissecting!

A new badge programme is well
underway with the pet badge, swimming
and IT being the most popular. Beavers
celebrated their 20th birthday with a big
birthday party with the Cubs who
celebrated their 90th!

CUBS (Lynn)
Cubs is for the first time almost full to
capacity, with 25 boys, although again
there have been just two warranted
leaders available plus one or two parent-
helpers. Highlights of the year included
two visits to Auchengillan, a trip to the
Science Centre and orienteering at
Mugdock.

There had also been badge work
for athletics, cycling and home help.
However the lack of leaders meant that
there was only limited opportunity to
take the boys on more trips.

SCOUTS (Jim)
Presently with seven boys, from Killearn
as well as Strathblane due to the closure
of the Killearn group, Scou ts are
building a new programme of activities.
With trips to Auchengillan and Mugdock
already accomplished, the New Year has
trips booked to Lochgoilhead Outdoor
Centre and Auchengillan again. There
has been a steady flow of recruits up
from Cubs, with more expected soon.

THANK YOU
Sheena Henderson, who has held

the post of Treasurer for five years, was
now stepping down with thanks from the
Scout Group for her staunch work.

Jim Kennedy reported the good
news that seven parents have now
volunteered to become warranted
Assistant Leaders, which will be a huge
help in improving the management of
each week’s events.

Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year to all the villagers from the
Beavers, Cubs and Scouts.

BEAVERS, CUBS AND SCOUTS
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FUN HUT

Lynne Kelly

The Fun Hut has been very busy since the new term
started, with lots of newbabies and children coming
along. There is still space for newcomers who will

be made most welcome at the Kirk Rooms on a Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, 9.15-11.15 am.

The lead up to Christmashas been marked by a very
successful cheese and wine tasting at the Village Club;
this event also raised much needed funds for the Fun Hut.
At time of going to press we are preparing for the annual
fun filled ‘Lapland goes Local’ event at the Edmonstone
Hall on the 2nd December. There will be lots of crafts
activities for children to take part in as well as some craft
stalls and tea, coffee or some mulled wine for the adults!
This year a beautiful Christmas book has been produced
offering some great food and drink recipes, decoration
ideas and general survival tips for the festive period. There
are also lots of activities planned for the New Year,
including a reunion night for all past Fun Hut members.

More details about the Fun Hut, including a
diary of events and contacts can be found via a link
on the strathblanefield website or phone 770204.

Wendy Hamilton

The Rainbows have recruited lots
of 5yr olds this session. We now
have a full complement of 18.

Names can still be placed on the waiting
list but there is no guarantee that those
girls can start on/after their 5th birthday.

We have a trip to thevillage panto
planned in January. After that we will
learn about 'Dogs that help us' - this is
part of the Guiding Commissioner's
challenge.

Happy Christmas to all the
Rainbows from Wendy and Sandra

To join the waiting list, please
contact Wendy Hamilton on 771 482.

Lyn Wishart

Hi from all at 1st Strathblane
Guides. At the back end of the
summer, 12 of our girls went to

district camp and they had a ball. As we
are all new to camping it was great fun
but hard work. Getting the tents up was
a bit of nightmare; thank goodness for
Wendy, our super mum who helped by
taking charge and with the help of the
other mumsand dads, up went our tents.
Thegirls were on the go fromfirst thing
in the morning to last thing at night and,
for some of them, well into the night
with their midnight chats and sweeties!!
I have been told that they all had a great
time and that the next camp is being
looked forward to big time!

The annual Jumble Sale was a
couple of weeks ago and was a great
success with the money raised keeping
the girls’ organisations in the hall for
another year. Many many thanks to
everyone who helped and contributed to
making the day a great success.

A trip to the Mounted Police in
Glasgow waswonderful, and our thanks
to Wendy the Rainbow leader for
pointing us in the right direction. It was
great fun and very knowledgeable and
the horses were fabulous; and I am sure
that the girls would love to have taken
one home each.

Remembrance Sunday was, as
always, a time for the organisations to
draw together and pay their respects -
more so this year with so many of us in

RAINBOWS

GUIDES

the village paying special tribute to the
loss of Gary Wright.

Paula and I want to thank the girls
who attended.

The Remembrance Sunday parade this year was particularly poignant

We would like to hear from all the
organisations so that particularly
newcomers to the village know what
is available.

If you are not represented
here, please contact Morag Roy on
770863 or email her at
roymorag6@yahoo.co.uk so that
we caninclude you in the next issue.
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Joyce Simpson

Welcome all badminton players
aged 16 and over. We meet
every Wednesday in the

Edmonstone Hall from 8.00pm until
10pm. About 6 to 10 people turn up so
we all get plenty of games and also a
cup of tea ( or coffee ) and some chat. If
you are interested and would like to
know more please feel free to phone me
at 770722.

Looking forward to seeing you
there.

Graeme Ross

The onset of Autumn and Winter
does l it tle to dampen the
enthusiasm of the keen tennis bods

in the village. With the combination of
the floodlights and some fairly regular
brushing the courts are kept playable all
year round. The courts themselves have
stood up to the year’s play pretty well
but we are having to turn our thoughts
to the complete relaying of the surface
sometime in the next two years. The
lifespan of the courts is about ten years
and even after our patch-up job of three
years ago, they are starting to show their
age and the need for a major
refurbishment in the not too distant
future. This is a seriously expensive
exercise and combined with our own
fund-raising efforts, we will have our
begging bowl out to all the sporting and
government bodies that can be persuaded
to make a contribution.

We have had three teams entered
in theStirling District’s Autumn leagues
this year and have acquitted ourselves
fairly well in each division. Unlike the
summer leagues, th is is a mixed
competition and so there is definitely a
more social aspect to the overall event.
However the tennis is always well
contested and the food afterwards always
worth turning up for!

Our playing numbers this year are

TENNIS CLUB maybe slightly down on last year and
although we predominately draw our
membership from within thevillage, we
are sure that there is still some untapped
talent out there that we should be
benefiting from. My experiences from
chatting to members from other clubs
would lead me to say that we really do
have a very friendly and un-snobby club
that is not only providing an excellent
local sporting facility, but is also a hub
of social activity for all the members.
So come along and give it a whirl.

There is a major new initiative
from ‘Active Stirling’ at the moment to
promote junior tennis in the Balfron
Cluster. This is an area that takes in the
clubs at Strathendrick,Killearn, Kippen
and ourselves. The idea is to provide
more opportunities for the kids to
participate in tennis, to be able to receive
good regular coaching and to play
competitively against the other clubs in
the cluster.

Therewill be taster sessions in the
Spring at the school and thereafter we
hope to increase the amount of junior
tennis over the summer period. It’s about
time that we unearthed some new talent
in the village to give the old codgers in
the teams a run for their money in years
to come.

So again I would say to everyone
to encourage your kids to come along to
the tennis club and take advantage of
one of the few real sporting facilities in
the village.

Avril Sandilands

The judo class in Strathblane takes
place in the Scout Hall on a Friday
night from 7pm until 8pm. It is

for boys and girls age 5 years and
upwards. Senior coach is Brian Long.
Interested?

Then come along and try - first
class is free! It's a great way of getting
fit while having fun!

Time and day not suit? Then there
are other classes, other times and other
venues available. Just call Brian on
07974 377353.

Carron Rand

In recent weeks there have been only
too many reminders of how important
it is to make the most of everything

we do. When Lynn (McLaren) and I set
out on our adventure in May that was
our intention. I am delighted to say that
we did exactly that, and as a consequence
we have countless magic memories and
fantastic new friendships.

After some months of planning,
organisation, much excited chat and the
occasional nervous panic Lynn and I set
off on our travels around the world. We
had three months together - and then I
had a final month alone – to cram in as
much as we possibly could. From
sharing the madness of a Full Moon
party in Thailand, to scuba diving in
Australia’s Great Barrier Reef, to
relaxing on the “Celebrity Love Island
Beach” on one of Fiji’s incredible
islands, to jumping out of a plane in New
Zealand and surviving thebiggest bungy
jump in the world in South Africa…it’s
fair to say we crammed in one or two
once in a lifetime experiences! *

The first step of our travels took
us through Thailand and Malaysia to
Singapore, wherewe called into Raffles’
Hotel for a Singapore Sling. Next to
Australia – where we got a taster of the

West coast before seeing the
fantastic sights of Ayres Rock and
camping under the stars… then

flying to the warmth of
Cairns to make our way
down the East Coast to
Sydney,where wemet some
“Neighbours” stars.

From Sydney we
treated ourselves to ten days
of relaxing on the superb
islands of Fij i, before
stepping into the chillier
climates of New Zealand
where our trusty campervan

proved to be a lovely home for a month
and a very enjoyable form of transport
as we enjoyed numerous winter sports
includ ing a Glacier cl imb and
snowboarding.

Before we knew it our three
months had flown by. As Lynn made
her way slowly but surely back to
Scotland I had one final step left – to
safaris in South Africa. An outstanding

BADMINTON

JUDO

ROUND THE WORLD TRIP

Left, Carron and Lynn in
Sydney; above,Carron taking
off in South Africa in ‘the
biggest bungy jump in the
world’

ending to what was an amazing
adventure.

The highlights of this trip
cannot even begin to explain all

the fun we shared and lessons we
learned.Not only were we lucky enough
to have the timeand means of completing
such a trip, but also our journeys all ran
safe and smooth. No real hiccups or
emergencies to report home…just many
happy stories to tell.

* I have since promised my parents
that there will beno morebungy jumps!
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Alison Dryden

The Children’s Home Hospital that
once stood on what is now the
Milndavie housing estate had its

origins in thepoor living conditions that
accompanied Glasgow’s rapid industrial
expansion. Its aim was to provide
treatment in the country for Glasgow
children suffering from tubercular
disease of bones and joints.

In the crowded tenements, poor
health was rife. The hospitals struggled
to cope, and convalescent homes were
not equipped to nurse the
many children who fell
vict im to pu lmonary
tuberculosis and rickets. A
specialist unit was needed.

Miss Penelope Ker –
whose family l ived at
Napier’s Lodge, Edenkill
– was typical of the social
awareness that was
growing at the time, along
with the development of
welfare services. Together
with her fr iend Miss
Marion Rutherford, first
warden of the University’s
Queen Margaret
Settlement in Anderston, she formed a
pioneering committee of ladies who
visited the homes of invalid children
once or twice a week to teach those who
were unable to attend school.

Asa result, the first Invalid School
in Glasgow was opened by the
Settlement, to benefit the many sickly
children who needed prolonged rest and
treatment in good air to hasten a cure.
Miss Ker devoted herself to their
welfare. Undeterred by her profound
deafness, she visited the children, their
homes and their parents, provided after-
care and continued to correspond with
many of the children in later life.

ABERFOYLE HOME
With the help of Sir Hector

Cameron and others, a home at
Aberfoyle was established in 1904.
Treatment began at Yorkhill Hospital but
would only beeffective if children could
convalesce in the fresh country air. To
be eligible, there had to bean expectation
of improvement, but there was to be no
time limit on the children’s stay.

A cottage was lent rent-free and
at first there were seven children and
one nurse. Soon a second cottage was
taken over and with an increase in
nursing staff there was room for 20
children. Patients, whose ages ranged
from a few months to 12 years, were
sent from the Glasgow infirmaries, the
Sick Children’s Hospital and from the
Invalid Schools. In stark contrast to the
unhealthy cramped conditions they had
to endure in their own homes in
Glasgow, the children could enjoy fresh
air, careful nursing and good food, and
benefit from the skills of the surgeon
who visited weekly, performed minor
operations and generally monitored their
progress.

MOVE TO STRATHBLANE
All was not well, however. There

was an issue over the lease of the
property, and a petition from people in
Aberfoyle suggested that the home was
a source of public danger. The lease was
not renewed and it was decided the home
would re-locate to Strathblane where
there were suitable premises. The move
took place on 6 May 1913 and the
Children’s Home Hospital, Strathblane
(late Aberfoyle) was officially opened
on 20 June 1913 by the Marchioness of
Tullibardine, with the stated aim ‘to

make useful citizens of thosewhose lives
would otherwise be a source of misery
and weariness to themselves and their
guardians’.

Success rates rose. Between 1906
and 1916, 17% of the children admitted
had died. By 1919, this figure had
reduced to 9%:only 41 of the 354 cases
had died. At this time most of the
ch ildren were being treated for
tuberculosis, though there were cases of
rickets as well. The length of stay ranged
from one month to 2 years 5 months.
Thechildren and their familiesmust have
missed each other. Visiting hours varied
over the years but at times were very
restricted – at one stage to onevisit every
three months – although latterly weekly
visits were allowed.

For a few years, children with
acute rheumatism were cared for in a
ward specially built and equipped
through an anonymous donation.In 1934
admission was opened up to children
suffering from incipient tuberculosis, in
the hope that their stay would increase
their chances of not developing TB and
of growing up into healthyyoung people.
By 1944 the hospital had 40 beds.

With the creation of the NHS in
1948, the hospital became part of the
Board of Management for Glasgow and
District Children’s Hospital, and later
part of the Yorkhill Children’s and
Maternity Hospitals. Its function did not
change agreat deal. It cared for children
who had physical disabilities or were
suffering fromspina bifida, and provided
respite as well.

MEETING THE COSTS
When the hospital started in 1904,

the cost of maintaining a child for a year
was £20. The costs were met by
donations– for instance from the Invalid

School Committee at the Queen
Margaret Settlement and the Kennyhill
Bequest – and contributions from the
organisations who sent children there.
For instance, the Publ ic Health
Department made a regular payment of
15s (75p) per bed per week and the
various infirmaries madesmall donations
according to their means. Friendsof the
hospital would also endow a bed and
pledge sufficient money to support that
bed for a year.

By 1906 costs were rising and a
fundraising drive got under way. The

hospital appealed for grants
from trusts, institutions and
charities, and funds came in
from legacies (often a cot was
named for the donor), jumble
sales and concerts.

From time to time there
was a special appeal, usually
for building works, such as in
1913 and 1927. A public
appeal for funds was made in
March 1914. Alexandra Rose
Day and other flag days
brought in substantial sums.
There was a collecting box on
the forge near the Gowk Stane
Track for donations from

passers-by – it still survives and is
displayed in the Village Club.

The work of the hospital was
acknowledged at a public meeting in
Strathblane in 1930, opened by the Lady
Provost and Sir D. Y. Cameron and
addressed by the Rev. George McLeod.
The meeting recognised the hospital’s
good work and urged the public to give
money to support it.

In 1932, contributions from The
Samaritan Society (£24 a year) and the
University stopped, and a professional
fundraiser, Mrs Stewart, was brought
in. A promotional booklet, paid for by
advertising revenue, was produced and
some 2000 copies issued. By 1934
finances were so healthy that the weekly
charge fell from 27s 4d (£1.37p) to 25s
1ld (£1.29p).

Originally patients had to be paid
for by the organisation that sent them.
In 1921 places were opened to the
children of parents who could afford to
pay. A means test was used to decide
the level of their contribution. The
economic recession of the 1920s and
1930s made this impossible for many
parents, and during 1931 six patients
were removed by parents whose dole
money had been reduced because their
child was in hospital.

Needless to say, this undid all the
good work that had been done for these
children.

CLOSURE
Travel to the hospital had always

been an issue, and as the changing
pattern of care switched to smaller units
located closer to home, the decision was
taken to close the hospital. It closed in
September 1994, and the site was
sold to a private contractor who
built the houses we see today.

CHILDREN’S HOME HOSPITAL
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Bob Sharpe

If you’re aMunro Bagger then you’re
oneof fewhardy outdoor types (some
would say ‘sad’) whose mission in

life is to climb every Scottish mountain
(n = 283) over 3000 ft. The Munros
were first climbed in 1901 and in the
next 80 years, some 240 had climbed
every mountain. At the timeof writing,
over 4000 people have achieved this
remarkable feat. Munro bagging is a
very popular activity! My memories of
the first round (I’m half way through
the second) are mixed with emotions and
experiences in abundance – pain,
pleasure, accident, hunger, competition,
apprehension, humour, thirst, heat, cold,
fatigue, inebr iation , fr iendsh ip ,
tiredness, co-operation, risk, anxiety,
worry, history, satisfaction, absurdity
and so on. If you want to explore the
rich tapestry of life and open every sense
to the full, then try Munro Bagging!

A lo t happened on my first
excursion to the Scottish Highlands.
Following an off-the-cuff comment over
coffee abou t being a ‘b it o f a
mountaineer’, my work colleagues
talked me into joining them on a trip to
Glencoe. I suddenly found myself

hav ing to prove my worth.
January 1979 proved to be
exceptionally cold but a stable

high-pressure system made for clear
skies, brilliant views and reliable snow
and ice. An early start from home
saw the three of us tumble out of the
car at the bottom of Buachaille Etive
Mhor around 7.30am. The first lesson
was an easy one; a hard day on the
hill should be preceded by a good
night’s sleep and strict attention to
nutritional needs. We had failed on
both accounts.

Thesnow covered heather made
movement difficult from the start.
After only a few hundred metres of
stumbling, I was just about all in. But
my friends didn’t seem to bother and
chat ted happ ily as I toi led and
perspired furiously. At least the views
kept my attention focused every time I
stopped to recover. Themountain never
seemed to get closer and it wasn’t until
the ground began to steepen that I began
to sense an increasing closeness. With
height, the snow hardened and progress
became more comfortable. I also
remember there came a point when
things seemed to get a bit easier. My
body was beginning to adapt to the
underfoot conditions, temperature and
pace.

Thechosen route (‘Curved Ridge’)
is a popular scramble in summer but
quite a serious undertaking in winter
conditions and my ‘friends’ had failed

to alert me to the risks about to unfold.
But at least they moved in close to me
as we tiptoed across the ice sheets and
skirted crags with menacing drops.
Eventually we came to an impasse with
steep cliffs all around. At this point we
all stopped to don helmets and harnesses.
Why did I brag that I was a climber?
One of my colleagues took off up the
nearest crag trailing a rope. After a short
time he called me to tie on and follow.
I found the going surprisingly easy. The
short lesson in using crampons paid
immediate dividends and I ‘romped’ up
the snow and ice encrusted rock with
surprising ease and confidence. But the
pleasure was short lived. At the top, I
untied and suddenly went into serious
oxygen debt. It became obvious that
the effort of climbing the near-vertical
100 feet had been carried out with scant
attention to air intake. I suspect the fear
and apprehension of climbing in such
an unusual manner had masked my
normal breathing pattern. It took a while
to recover. The remaining ascent
involved spells of strenuous muscular
activity followed by regular walking
sections that permitted a degree of
recuperation. But I do remember that

as the summit appeared and with only a
few minutes to go, I felt absolutely
jiggered. This had not only been an
unusual experience in wild surroundings
but a physical strain of monstrous
proportions. We had rarely stopped to
eat or drink from the start and rests were
infrequent and brief. In later years I
learned of the need for speed when
travelling in winter, but also the need to
replenish fluid and carbohydrate loss on
a regular basis. Further, I was not fit
for climbing, especially in such arduous,
physical conditions. I considered myself
to be a runner/athlete which clearly

Archie Roy

On Sunday 29th October 2006 there
was a new twist to a rescue
carried out by Lomond Mountain

Rescue Team.
At 7pm the Team was called to

search for two missing persons who were
reported missing on the north side of
Ben Venue in the Trossachs. The couple
from London, were returning from a
walk to Stronachlachar but became
trapped on steep crags between Ben
Venue and Loch Katrine. They had no

SAVED BY
MOBILE PHONE
LIGHT

torch or compass and were
unable to move forward or
retrace their steps. They did
however have a mobile phone
and used this to alert the police.

The Team was mobilised
and began searching towards
Beallach nam Bo. It was a dark,
windy and very wet night with
the cloud base down to less than
200 metres. As the Team moved
towards the Beallach, a Team
member and police officer drove
round to the north side of Loch
Katrine

Froma position opposite Beallach
nam Bo, the couple were contacted on
their mobile phone and asked to point
thephone in the direction of the loch. In
the darkness it was just possible to pick
out the faint pin prick of light from the
mobile on craggy ground about 250
metres above the loch. Using this as a
guide, the Team was able to locate the
couple who were found to be tired and
cold but unhurt. They were rescued from
the difficult and dangerous ground and
returned to safety.

In the many rescues carried out
by the Team over the years, this is the
first time that a mobile phonehas been
used in this way.

A mobile is useful in emergency
situations to phone for assistance
provided there is a signal. However
the ability to pin point someone’s
position on a mountain at night by the
back light of their mobile, was a new
and novel experience.

INGENIOUS RESCUE OF
BENIGHTED CLIMBERS

Buachaille Etive Mor, the Great Shepherd
of Etive

CONFESSIONS OF A MUNRO BAGGER

MOUNTAIN RESCUE
TEAM UPDATE

Archie Roy

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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John Boyle

Hi, welcomeback to the wonderful
world of amateur wine. I hope
you all enjoyed my

last piece, hopefully giving
you a flavour and an insight
in to a h ighly en joyable
pastime. If you kept the last
issue ofThe Blaneyou should
have some handy do’s and
don’ts of wine making. I will
expand on these and give you
a few more pearls of wisdom
in home wine-making but,
firstly, let’s start off with a
couple of recipes.

No 1 - Mixed dried fruit wine (a
glorious golden wine which is simplicity
itself to make)

Ingredients
Carton of mixed dried fruit 1kl or 2lb
Wheat 500g or 1lb
Sugar 1.5 kilo or 3lb
Citric acid 1 tablespoon
Water 4.5 litres 1 gallon
Yeast and nutrient 1 sachet

Instructions
Make up a starter bottle two days or so
before you need it with ½ a pint of
orange juice (it can be a little diluted to
makeup the quantity). Add 3gm or 1 oz
of sugar, a little yeast nutrient, and a
general purpose wine yeast. Place it in
a temperature of around 210C. Take the
cartons of fruit (sultanas, raisins and
currants), tip all the fruit, grain and sugar
into the bucket, and pour over them

boiling water, stirring well to dissolve
the sugar. When cool, add the contents
of the starter bottle and 10g or ¼ oz of
citric acid and stir well. Cover closely

and leave in a warm place
for 3 weeks, sti rr ing
vigorously daily.Then strain
into fermenting bottle and fit
air lock. Siphon off for the
first time when it clears. The
wine can be drunk after 6
months - it may be ready
sooner, just depends on
temperature

No 2 - If you are likeme and
always pushed for time, this
next wine is the one for you.

It’s called Christleton and was first
made by Dr L Rowe who actually made
the wine for lazing in his garden on
sunny days. This wine is both cheap and
easy to make, and it’s drinkable in a
couple ofmonths of being started. It’s a
light dry red wine – a nice complement
to Sunday dinner.

Ingredients
Dried elderberries 125g or 4½ oz
Sugar or glucose 1 kilo or 2lb
Dry Cider 700 ml or 1¼ pints
Citric acid 2 tsps or 1 dsp
Water 4.5 ltr or 1 gallon
Wine and yeast nutrient
Pectolase
3 of 3mgm vitamin B tablets

Instructions
Place the dried elderberries in a saucepan
with enough water to cover them
comfortably. Bring to the boil and

AMATEUR WINE MAKING
PART 2

simmer for 15 minutes. Strain off the
juice, pressing lightly, and return the
berries to the pan.Add just enough water
to cover and bring to the boil again and
simmer for 10 minutes. Strain again and
repeat this process, simmering for 10
minutes at a time until just about all the
colour has gone out of the berries. Stir
the sugar citric acid and theyeast nutrient
into the hot liquid and put aside to cool.
When the mixture cools to about 320C,
add the cider, pectolase and yeast starter,
then add the vitamin B1 tablets and
ferment out in the normal way.

Again, as we all know, sometimes
things go wrong and, as promised, here
are acouple of common failings and how
to repair them.

Mousey wine - a horrible odour of mice
instantly detected if a drop is rubbed on
the palm of the hand and smelled. It is
acetamideproduced by spoilage bacteria.
You can try charcoal - 1 tablespoon to
the gallon. Shake occasionally.When the
smell has d isappeared altogether
probably with thecolour and the flavour,
siphon off and filter. At least you will
have saved the alcohol. Then blend with
a bottle of grape juice or apple juice to
makea drinkable plonk. Your only other
option is to throw the lot away and
sterilise everything in sight.

Flowerof wine- powdery whitish fleck
appears on the surface of the wine and,
if left unchallenged, will
rapidly increase and will
turn your wine first into
carbon dioxideand then
into water. See, you
can turn wine
into water -
or was that
the other
way round?
Anyway, it
is caused by an
organism like yeast -
mycoderma, an
aerobic bacterium -
and is usually the result
of admitting too much air into the
fermenting bucket. To cure, remove as
much of the surface flecks as possible.
Filter through unmedicated cotton wool
or filter papers. Introduce some vigorous
fresh yeast and fill the fermenting bottle
as full as possible to exclude all air. If
fermentation is complete before it
occurs, filter and add a Camden tablet.
If a substantial film appears then there
is no remedy.

Lastly, here is a small recipe for a
niceChristmas drink that’s easy to make
and won’t cost a lot . It ’s cal led
COOMASSIE. In a small tumbler break
the yolk of a fresh egg and mix in one
teaspoon of icing sugar, add six drops
of angostura, 45ml or 1½oz of sherry
and half that amount of brandy.Fill glass
with shaved ice. Shake well and strain;
dust with fresh grated nutmeg and
powdered cinnamon. There you
have a lovely Christmas drink.
Enjoy!

demanded a different form of fitness.
Indeed, I recall some years later taking
a group of students on a summer walk
to ‘bag’ a fewMunros. Two in the party
were professional footballers at the time
(one of them the reserve Rangers
’keeper) – and did they struggle!

The views from the summit were
simply stunning, but thebiting northerly
wind hastened our departure. Exposure
to the cold and wind chill are easy killers
in the winter mountains. The brief stop
had eased my aching muscles but the
lactic acid had remained. The descent
was tortuous in the extreme – broken
ground, steep crags, ice sheets, loose
snow. I stumbled and slid and constantly
lost my foot ing. However, my
colleagues kept a watchful eye on me
and the banter kept spirits high.

Wehad been on the hill for a good
seven hours and daylight was fast
disappearing as we began the final haul
uphill to the road. To climb up again
was utter purgatory. My legs would
hardly move and every step was painful.
In contrast, my colleagues chatted away
with no apparent discomfort. It took

several days to recover, but during this
time, the initial feeling that Iwould never
repeat such an ordeal was replaced with
a burning desire to do it again – and bag
the next Munro!

In the process of becoming a
Munro-Bagger, I had experienced a
comprehensive lesson in exercise
physiology. I had learned about the
relationship between exercise and fluid
balance and the need to restore blood
sugar levels when working over a long
period. I had learned about the
specificity of training bo th as an
individual and in regard to type of
activity. As new Munros were climbed
over the following months and years, I
began to appreciate the long term
benefits of exercise and the need to pace.
I could now climb and chat to my pals
at the same time and rarely suffered
fatigue even on multi-day expeditions.
I also learned to cope with extreme
weather conditions by choosing suitable
routes and using appropriate equipment
and clothing.

But one lesson remained until the
final Munro – how to descend a
mountain safely with half a bottle of
whiskey sloshing around in your belly!

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14
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Al Fleming, aka Mr Red Green

Mary Brailey

A li sdair Fleming, musician,
teacher, artist, can be seen every
Tuesday night, in his guise as

Mr Red Green, fronting the Red Green
Blues Band at the State Bar in Glasgow.
But to appreciate the full range and
subtlety of his output as a singer/
songwriter, you also have to listen to
the tracks he records in the studio of his
house, here in Strathblane.

Son of two artists, Ian and Cath
(Ian was former principal of Gray’s
School of Art in Aberdeen), and himself
a former studen t at
Glasgow School of Art,
Arbroath-born Alisdair
– you can call me Al –
migh t have been
expected to follow in the
family ’s art istic
footsteps. But music
was part o f his
chi ldhood too: his
mother and his sisters
played the piano. Al
resisted the piano
lessons his sisters took,
bu t star ted play ing
guitar when he was 14
and has not looked back
since. A Jethro Tull fan
in the late 60s and early
70s, he took up the flute
and was soon playing in
a jazz rock band and
hanging around with
other musicians
including Annie Lennox, herself a
classically trained flautist.

He is so passionate about his music
that I wonder if hewishes he had become
a full-time musician. ‘I would have liked
to,’ he says, ‘but I would have needed
to go to London. Friends that did it aren’t
playing any more. You shouldn’t make
your hobby your job.’ And he goes on
to talk about the kick he gets from his
job, teach ing youngsters art at
Clydebank High School. As he talks, he
is theembodiment of his own belief that,
while embracing the possibilities that
technological advancesbring, creativity
is essential to our fulfilment as human
beings. What do the kids think of his
music? ‘It’s becomea bit of a cult thing,’
he says: one of the early Bears albums
reached number 17 in the alternative
charts.

AMBIENT SOUNDS
‘As a boy I used to love listening

to the radio; the sounds in radio plays. I
had the ideaof producing Scottish sounds
and adding music to them’. From this
idea came the album EchoesEcosse. The
technology he uses to collect sounds
from ‘the field’ has miniaturized over
the years from recording equipment the

size of a flight case to something
no bigger than acigarette packet.

The fieldwork for the

project has left some
compelling memories.
There was the long,

long day trip to record the wilderness
sounds of themost desolate and deserted
reaches of Cape Wrath, only to come
upon a group of English ramblers (their
voices can be heard on the resulting
track). Or efforts to find a foghorn:
finding that most of the coastal foghorns
(not needed in these days of GPS) have
not been kept or recorded, he had to
settle for a recording, obtained from the
Aberdeenshire Nautical Museum, of the
Torry Coo lighthouse (which still exists
but is not used). And ‘Oil Toun’ – on
the album Iron Tracks, a collaboration
with artist Tom McKendrick, which
celebrates shipbuilding – includes a BBC

recording of Aberdeen
scoring against Celtic,
as well as a commentary
from sports presenter
and fel low vi llage
resident Rob McLean
(who we believe may be
awaiting a call from The
Blane to be its sports
reporter for Blanefield
Thistle).

B U R N S O N G
WINNER

This fascination
with incorporating the
evocative sounds of the
rural and urban
landscape was one of the
thoughts behind a visit
to Auschwitz. Inspired
by a book of stories
from the concentration
camps that he had found

in his father’s ‘fantastic’ book collection
as a child, he many years later made a
visit to Auschwitz to record the sounds
there. On reaching the place, it didn’t
seem right to record, but the powerful
effect of the place pervades the haunting
song that resulted, ‘Maria’s Clean’. It
was with this song that Al became one
of the 15 winners – from 1000 entries –
of the first Burnsong search for
songwriting talent in 2005, and he
performed it live at the Burnsong Big
Gig in Dumfries.

Al is keen for people to hear his
own music, and some 30 full tracks can
be downloaded free from his website,
www.alfleming.net. But he is torn about
performing his own songs under his own
identity. Something of a perfectionist,
he wants to be sure that he can do justice
to his songs: they have to be as good
live as they are on the recordings. But
he has performed far and wide, playing
different styles of music with many
different bands, such as The Eventones
in the early days, The Islanders in the
1970s, and The Bears in the late 1970s
and 1980s.

When I ask him to recall some
memorable gigs, Al launches into an
endless flow of stories. One high was
playing bass with Middle of the Road at
a New Year concert in1990, broadcast
live on TV across Europe fromthe Berlin

THE BLANE BLUESMAN

Alisdair Fleming

Wall, to celebrate the Wall coming
down. Avery different unforgettable but
rather less nerve-racking gig was at the
World Stone Skimming Championship
on Easdale Island this September.

Al got to know Strathblane from
visiting his friend, Middle of the Road
singer Ian McCreadie, who lived here
until recently, and recording at the
former Black and Gold studios in
Blanefield. He moved to thevillage some
ten years ago, with wife Barbara, also
an artist and a teacher, and their three
daughters – who all have creative talents
of their own. They are very tolerant (he
assures me) of his home-based music-
making.

Visi t Al’s websi te:
www.alfleming.net

Twenty volunteers turned up on
Sunday, 12 November to help the
Stirl ing Council countryside

rangers to spruce up a short section of
the path along the old railway line.

The path is very popular with local
walkers, horse-riders and cyclists and
as such the pressures on the path are
great. Years of accumulated soil and an
inadequatedrainage system have resulted
in the old railway line being gradually
lost. In addition, the vegetation along
the sidesof the path hasbeen unmanaged
for so long that sections of the path have
become very narrow. So, it was time
for a bit of action in the form of a
‘Community Action Day’.

The plan was to remove a layer of
the surface mud from the worst parts
and replace it with a stone aggregate,
which would be a more robust top
dressing for the path. In addition, with
a bit of drainage, it was hoped that the
path would not revert again to becoming
a mudbath.

While half the volunteers worked
on the path surfacing and drainage the
other half worked on clearing the
encroaching vegetation.

Stirling Council Countryside
Ranger Douglas Flynn said: “The team
worked extremely hard and can be
justifiably proud of their achievements,
although I think they will agree that there
is still a lot more that can be done. I
only hope that they have recovered from
their great work and that we can call on
them again to join us on the next day of
action in the NewYear. It was a pleasure

ACTION DAY
OLD RAILWAY CLEANUP

CONTINUED ON PAGE 17
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CASTLE RECIPE
Julie Edmonstone

MERINGUE ROULADE

I like to think of this as my ‘signature’ pudding as I’ve been making it so long
and so often! Ideal for this time of year as it looks suitably festive, it is also
easy to make, you can choose any filling from lemon curd (which freezes) to

any fruit you fancy and it ALWAYS looks deeply impressive! All you need to do is
master the art of rolling it up which is not difficult and you have a ‘pudding for
life’. The meringue part freezes immaculately so you can make any number for a
larger party.

Allow 12oz sugar and 6 egg whites per 12 people. Whip the whites till dry and
then continue whipping, slowly add the sugar. Spread onto waxed (or special)
baking paper laid on a baking sheet or tin into a rectangular shape roughly 12" X 8"
and peak up with the flat of a palette knife to look pretty. Bake approx 5 mins.
until peaks are brownish in a hot oven and then transfer to a low oven for approx.½
hour.

Invert onto another waxed sheet and spread with whipped cream and a touch of
yoghourt if you want. Top with 2 fresh chopped fruits of choice – mango is
particularly good. Score across width to help initial rolling up.

Starting with a mixture of your fingers and holding the waxed paper at the short
end, create a tight roll of the roulade. Holding the edge of thepaper continue
rolling it up until you get to the end and then holding it in the ‘cradle’ of the
paper transfer decisively onto smart serving platter. Be brave!

Mary Brailey

In a couple of years, gardens up and
down the village will be bearing
testament to the wisdom of Ian

Dougal l, the speaker at the first
gardening club meeting of the 2006/07
year. Ian shared not only a wealth of
practical knowledge,
but also a range of
plant material,
which at the end
of the meeting
was seized upon
by sundry club
members and torn to
pieces for cuttings for
their own gardens.

At the October meet ing the
apparently unseasonally titled ‘Spring
into Summer’ talk turned out to be very
topical, as it fired us all with enthusiasm
for winter ordering of recommended
plants and seeds ready for the start of

GARDENING CLUB
next year’s growing season. Speaker
Stanley Hunter also gave us lots of tips
for raising plants successfully from seed
and from cuttings.

These two meetings have got the
club off to an excellent start this year,
and attendances have been high. New
members are always ex tremely
welcome.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS:
26 January: Ewan Donaldson will tell
us about ‘The Restoration of the Kibble
Palace’.
23 February: Paul Matthews will take
us ‘Around the World in 80 Plants’.

Editor’s tip: When weeding, thebest way
to make sure you are removing a weed
and not a valuable plant is to pull on it.
If it comes out of the ground easily, it is
a valuable plant. I have found this a good
rule to follow but my wife thinks
otherwise. Can’t understand why.

Rhoda Hall

The Blane SWRI has had a very
active autumn and winter session.
Wehad ameeting at which we had

a sewing machine and a computer
working in tandem to produce the most
beautiful machine embroidery. Another
evening had us strolling through old
Glasgow and on another occasion a
French Polisher showed us some tricks
of the trade.

The Rural hosted another
successful charity coffee evening and I
would like to thank again the folk who

Alan Campbell

Ever reluctantly thrown something
away which you know someone
else would love to have - if only

you could find that someone else? Well,
you won't have to do it again if you use
something called freecycle.

Freecycle is a worldwide network
of schemes which allow people to offer
their unwanted items for free to others.
Most cities have a scheme and our
nearest one is Glasgow. It is an internet
based system where you simply send an
email with details of what you have to
offer and then you wait for interested
people to email you, having seen your
offer in a list of items which is sent by
email to thousandsof freecyclers in your
area. You then contact them and arrange
for them to come and collect whatever
it is you are offering.

It is amazing what people offer
(and gets taken) - basically anything that
is not illegal. I have used it to get rid of
some old kitchen appliances, a sofa,
bookcases and a headboard - all stuff
with little resale value which I would
have had the hassle of taking to the
municipal dump and which would then
have been landfilled, so it is great for
the environment too. So, if you want to
clear out some old rubbish (or collect
some more), simply go to the following
website: http://groups.yahoo.com/
group/glasgow-freeshare/

Happy Freecycling!

WRI
ROUND UP OF THE YEAR

Kirsty MacdonaldMA (hons), MPhil
(dist), daughter of Donald and Dot
who used to live in Southview Drive
and now of Oban, has graduated PhD
in Scottish Literature at Glasgow
University

braved wet and windy weather to support
us. Our last meeting of the session will
be the members’ Christmas party which
will as always offer good food, good
fun and good company.

If this year was successful, next
session will be even better. On offer will
be a Tai Chi session with all members
taking part (Oh yes you will!). Polish
culture will be explored and well known
local artist Norma Farquhar will give us
an insight into her artistic world. There
is a welcome for people of all ages in
our Rural…friendly, well fed and fun!
Please come and join us every third
Thursday in the month. On behalf of all
our members can I wish you and yours
a very Happy Christmas and a Peaceful
New Year.

working with them and maybe we will
be welcoming some newfaces at the next
Community Action Day”.

The next phase may well be the
replacement of thedeteriorating wooden
steps, but this is dependent on the kind
assistance of BTCV. However, should
they not be avai lable, the nex t
Community Action Day will concentrate
on morepath resurfacing and vegetation
clearance. There is enough of this type
of work to keep theworkers happy for a
good wee while.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
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Patsy Fischbacher

Theproject to
upgrade the
p a t h s

leading to and
around the football
field, was completed
in October. Many
people have commented
favourably on the finished product and
it appears that more people are using
them now that they don’t have to wade
through the mud and puddles. If you
haven’t been down there yet, make sure
you include them in your post-prandial
walk on Christmas Day.

Whilst the work was in progress,
it became clear that more drainage was
required on the burn side path than was
originally anticipated. Money for this
was diverted from Danny’s Brae and
plans here were modified accordingly.
Hopefully this can remedied some time
in the future.

Simon Jones of Greenheart has put
in a great deal of work on the project
and, without his expertise, we would
have had to wait a lot longer to get the
job started. We are grateful to Stirling
Council Local Community Development
Fund, Stirling Landfill Tax Trust, and
SNH for funding the project.

SNH were particularly helpful and
generous, giving an initial grant, then a

supplementary one, when the
costs rose significantly due to
unforeseen circumstances.

HORSES FOR COURSES
There has been some concern

about the presence of horses on these
paths. Horse riders now have access
under the new legislation to areas
previously barred to them.However, as
Daye Tucker writes in her article (next
page), “right of access extends only to
those behaving responsibly” and this
needs to be observed by us all. Where
there are wide, firm paths, there is no
problem; but where there are narrow
paths used by children and mothers with
buggies, there is clearly a potential for
accidents.

Horses are easily startled and
could injure other path users as well as
the riders themselves. Also, many
pedestrians are afraid of horses, and
riders need to keep their distance. This
is diff icul t on narrow paths and
impossible on the ash track. Cyclists
should slow down when passing horses,
and dogs need to be kept under control.

Riders can now come along the
water track from Killearn and,
understandably, they do not want to go
along the main road to join the old
railway. The only safe route for them,
at present, is to cross at the war memorial
to the ash track. Greenheart recently had
a site meeting with Council countryside
officers and Fiona Aborida from the
riding stables where we discussed these
problems and it was agreed that the most
sensible option would be for the horses
to use the grassed area beside the ash
track and then continuealong the line of

the old path behind the wall to join the
old railway.

Greenheart wrote to Scottish
Water (SW) to ask if some of the railings
could be removed from the top of the
ash track to allow horses to use the grassy
area. SW have kindly agreed, subject to
the following conditions -

• A trial period of 6 months after
which it will be reviewed
• Wemust write to all known horse
owners who use the path, advising
that the area is for passing through,
not exercising.
• When passing through, horses
should be at walking pace, no
cantering or running.
• SW reserve the right to erect the
fence and withdraw access at any
time.

As with all aspects of the new Scottish
Outdoor Access Code, users need

to exercise their access rights responsibly
and with consideration for others who
may be affected. That doesn’t just apply
to horses but to walkers, as often gates
are left open and horses have escaped
because of this carelessness. It is also
important for parents to know that their
chi ld ren can roam around the
recreational areas safely. We have had
horses in our community for many years
and in fact they are apart of the character
and charm of our village. If we all
exercise common sense and
consideration, we will get along fine.

1. Preferred route for horses
2. Ash Track
3. Danny’s Brae
4. Wall 5. Old railway
6. Blocked drainage pipe
7. Flooded area in horses field
8. Horses’ field 9. Riding arena
10. Thom’s Lane 11. Collapsed gabion
12. Playpark path 13. Library path
14. Proposed multicourt

PATHS FOR ALL
LINK FROM LIBRARY TO TOP OF ASH TRACK COMPLETE
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Daye Tucker

The Land Reform (Scotland) Act
2003 has brought about the most
liberal access laws in Europe.Few

of us are fully aware as yet, of all the
implications of the new laws. There are
4 cases in courts in Scotland at present,
the outcomes of which may alter parts
of these new laws.

The Scottish Executive has given
a duty of care to Scottish Natural
Heritage to ensure that the law is
understood by all of us, and to inform
the public and land managers of their
rights and responsibilities under the act.
You may already have seen the television
adverts featuring a horse rider, a cyclist
and a set of traffic lights. Another
features children rushing towards
frightened geese, yet another is a loose
dog being recalled before approaching
sheep.The message is one of respect for
other users.

Thenew act is "woolly" and relies
on us all to behave responsibly! There
may be t imes when we should
temporarily waive our rights in favour
of others. Human nature being what it
is there will be occasional conflict. It is
clear however that the right of access
extends only to those behav ing
responsibly.Leaving gates open, cutting
fences, frightening or endangering other
users is clearly irresponsible.

If you go to www.outdooraccess-
scotland.com you will find all the
information on how to behave
responsibly in various situations as well
as the responsibilities of land managers.

Strathblane & Blanefield are

ACCESS ISSUES

The new design for
the playpark ,
commissioned by

Stirling Council and drawn up
by Judi Legg of Play Landscapes, has
now been completed. It is a really
exci ting concept and has been
enthusiastically welcomed by everyone
who has had a prior peek at it. Anne
Scott, who took it to a few parents and
children, said, “I got a very positive
response. It certainly has got people
talking - especially the children.”

It is quite different from what we
had before and is much more imaginative
with something for everyone from the
very young to older teenagers. By the
time you receive this, the plan should
be on display in the library.

The areaextends fromthe existing
path across the playpark, right down to
the burn, although the lower area will
generally be left in its natural state. It
will havea network of smaller paths and
will use the natural contours to create
interesting features incorporat ing
climbing boulders, cycle ramps, a slide,
zig zag timber walkway, swings, balance
beams, leapfrog posts, sand decking
area, timber barrel fox holes and a round
house amongst others. Before you get
any fancy ideas about joining in, parents,
we are banned (except when no one is
looking)!

Now that the paths are finished,
Greenheart can concentrate on setting up
a development trust in order to acquire
funding for the park.

To get everything that is on
the design, we will need to raise
just over £68,000.

The grass beside the library path has
been badly damaged by Council
vehicles and grasscutting machinery.
Stirling Councilhas promised to
reinstate the ground in the drier
weather. The grass beside the path will
in future be cut with a hand mower.
Edward Pickard haskindly offered to
put boulders at the entrance to the path
to allow only the grasscutter through to
the playpark.

blessed with an abundance of paths and
tracks in a stunningly beautiful setting,
some of which have been created and
maintained by the Greenheart Group.
This group has its equivalent in other
villages.However it is very apparent that
th is paths programme has been
undertaken with consultation from all
sections of the community and is led by
a group with exper ience and
understanding of the needs of the whole
community. The paths tru ly do
accommodate all.

PLAYPARK
PLAN
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Brent goose

Dr David Pugh, Dr Fergus Maclean and
the Staff and Patients of Edenkiln
Surgery

Using the pages of the Blane we
would like to thank Breeze
Gardner and her mum Lesley for

their fantastic efforts last year. They
organised a very enjoyable evening
charity auction in Strathblane Primary
School and raised close to £4500 for
Edenkiln Surgery.

Due to her work Breeze received
a citizenship award from Balfron High
School and the surgery managed to
purchase

An ECG machine
A defibrillator for emergency use
3 nebulisers for emergency drug
administration in asthma
A changing table for babies
A spirometer for monitoring chronic
lung disease

Both myself and Dr Maclean are
indebted to the Gardners for their
incredible labours in getting donations
of over 200 items to be auctioned,
organising a venue, drinks and nibbles
and even a professional auctioneer to
keep things rolling along.Everyone who
attended thoroughly enjoyed their night
and helped to make it such a success.

The patients of Edenkiln Surgery
will have access to these vital pieces of
equipment for years to come.

Bean goose

Barnacle goose

DHL

If anything Autumn is my favourite
time of year. The Americans refer
to it as The Fall which I think is more

appropriate than our usual term,
giving as it does a real visual
image of the season. Bird
numbers are highest at this time
being swollen by this year’s
young. With abit of luck there
are also both summer visitors,
resident birds and early winter visitors
in the area so the total numbers of birds
is at a maximum. They are also more
obvious to casual viewers. At least some
of the trees have lost their leaves, so
you can spot the resident little brown
jobs (LBJs) more readily as they creep
or flit about their day to day business
amongst the branches. The winter
visitors tend also to be large and
conspicuous; none more so than the
ducks and geese.

One of the spine-t ingl ing
experiences in bird-watching is hearing
in the distance the excited cackling of a
skein of geese recently arrived from their
breeding sites in the far north. We are
fortunate in Scotland in having seven
different species of goose over-wintering
here. In the valley all seven have been
recorded in past times. Nowadays you
are most likely to see the Grey Lag
Goose as some at least breed locally here
in the south of Scotland and others (the
majority) arrive in early – mid October
from the Hebrides, Northern Isles and
Iceland. They always seem to be
relieved and excited as they arrive in
the valley and the surroundings of Loch
Lomond and the Endrick mouth. One
flock spends its mornings on Loch
Ardinning, although this may become a
bit less common now as the human and
canine pressures on the area increase.
Also present in this region are the
introduced Canada Geese – a large
belligerent species that we could well
do without. Where Canada geese are
present the other species tend to come
off badly, so I for one hope they are not
encouraged to settle in the valley.

By early November there is the
likelihood of Pink-footed Geese being
spotted. These smaller grey geese breed
in Iceland and Northern Norway
including the Svalbard archipelago,
winter in the area around Loch Leven
in Fife, but also spill over to the west
and spend time around Drymen and the
Endrick mouth. They can sometimes
beheard calling anxiously when they are
caught in an early morning valley mist.
Particularly if this is associated with a
temperature inversion, the birds find
themselves flying in clear crisp air above
the Campsies but cannot descend into
the valley as they are not equipped with
the Category 3 landing devices fitted to

British Airways, BMi, Easy Jet
and other planes to allow their
pilots to land them blindfold; it’s

AUTUMN IN THE VALLEY
tough being a bird in the fickle winter
climate of Northern Europe.

Other geese seen only occasionally
include the beautiful black and
white Barnacle Geese. These

geese have two main
populations which rarely
intermingle; some 30,000
breed in Greenland and
winter in Islay and the

adjacent Hebridean isles,
and 12,000 breed in Svalbard

and winter in the Solway just
south of Dumfries. The birds

occasionally seen in our area are
singles separated from the main flock
and usually originate from Svalbard
having been blown off course during
strong easterly gales. They will spend
only a few days here before moving
south to join their compatriots on the
Solway coast.

Greenland White-fronted Geese
coming to Scotland for the
w i n t e r occasional ly
overshoot their
target win ter
groundsoff Gigha i n
the Hebrides and
in the Ken-Dee
Marshes north of
Castle Douglas in
Galloway, and stop for a
few days in the Endrick a r e a .
We also have a flock of Tundra
Bean Geese which spend the winter
between the Carron Valley and the area
around Slammanan. These are, like the
White-fronts, grey geese marginally
smaller than the common Grey Lags.
The Bean Geese come from the Arctic
Tundra of Fenno-Scandia and are very
wary birds only likely to be seen in misty
conditionswhen they loose track of their
whereabouts and can stray into inhabited
areas.

The final goose species seen
occasionally in the valley is the Brent; a
small dark goose of the Arctic tundra
which breeds across northern
Russia, Svalbard a n d

Gr een l an d,
and winters

along the eastern
seaboard of the

North Sea.
Occasional flocks

a r e seen crossing our area
en route from Greenland to their
wintering grounds. Keep your eye out
during this winter for the different
species of geese seen in our valley. They
have fascinat ing life styles being
gregarious birds that mate for life and
are devoted parents. In my view they
are amongst the most beautiful and
interesting species inhabiting Scotland.

Closely related to the geese are the
ducks of which a large number are seen
in the area. I will devote an article to
them in a subsequent edition; however
it is worth mentioning the pleasures of
seeing the occasional unexpected migrant

duck during the winter months. This is
especially likely when the weather
patterns in Russia are exceptionally
severe as they were last year. In late
November a beautiful female smew was
first seen on Mugdock CastleLoch along
with the local Goldeneyes. This small
duck of the vast Eurasian tundra is a
regular if uncommon visitor to the UK
but has rarely been recorded in the
valley. It is generally grey with a rusty
red head and thus is sometimes known
colloquially as a ‘Red-head’. Breeding
plumage males are a striking overall
white with black linings on their sides
and head – a truly beautiful little duck.
This little red-head spent all winter on
Mugdock Loch leaving only for brief
spells when ice covered theentire surface
of the loch and thus made feeding
impossible. It is perhaps too much to
hope that it will return again this winter
but it is always worth keeping an eye
out for the odd rarity as they can bring
exceptional in terest and no li tt le
excitement to a walk in the murk of a
short Scottish winter’s day.

FUNDRAISER
EXTRAORDINAIRE

Breeze Gardner
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Jane McCallum

SAFER ROUTES TO SCHOOL

A recent proposal by Stirling
Council to create a ramp through
the wall of the Kirkhouse Inn car-

park and to install a pedestrian refuge
island on the A81 across from the bus-
stop (see last issue of the Blane for
details) was rejected by the Community
Council, School, School Board, PTA
and parents involved in the original
proposals on the grounds that the
installation of a refuge island would
perhaps encourage children to cross at
this point instead ofwalking to the zebra
crossing where they would be safely
escorted across the road by the Crossing
Patro l Officer. A compromise of
widening the path from the car-park to
the zebra crossing was suggested as per
the original proposals suggested by
parents two years ago. Unfortunately
Stirling Council hasdecided to go ahead
with the proposal in which a refuge
island will be installed. If you have any
concerns regarding this, please contact
any School Board member, or Brian
Roberts, Traffic Management Officer at
robertsb@stirling.gov.uk as soon as
possible.

PLAYGROUND DRAINAGE /MULTICOURT
Although we still do not have a

usableplaying field or amulticourt there
has been a lot of behind the scenes work!

Congratulations to Sarah Cushley
who won the “Best Brave
Child” award for Scotland for her

courage and cheerfulness during a long
period of ill health.

There was a presentation in
London but, as shewas unable to attend,
a cameraman was sent to the school. She
is seen in the picture with Headteacher,
Jennifer Cunningham, who nominated
Sarah on behalf of the school.

WELL DONE to the primary seven
pupils who had their poems published
in the book, ‘A Pocketful of Rhyme’.
They are: Eilidh Campbell, Ruaraidh
Brown, Emma Allan, Carlo Cornachia,
Kathryn Roberts, Catriona Gray, Zoe
O’Donnell, Gary Dowling, Eleanor
Lane,Becky Reilly, Christopher Smith,
Anna Ogilvie, Emma Carr, Danna Sim,
Beth McLean, Clare Hutchison, Jamie
MacKay and Joshua Thomson.

Congratulations also to Mark
Shieldsof Primary 5 who helped produce
a website for the BBC called ‘Feelings’.

CONGRATULATIONS

OPEN ACCESS 09.00 - 10.00 a.m.
every weekday morning.
Appointments every evening.

Dr Maclean has 3 early morning
appointments on Mondays from 08.30
to 08.50 for your convenience.

Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday,
only one GP consulting for the
morning open access. Monday &
Thursday both Dr Pugh and Dr
Maclean are on duty am. P l e a s e
remember open access surgeries can
be busy and on occasions it might be
necessary to wait a little longer.

If you are over 65 years of age
or have a chronic disease and have
still not had your flu vaccination
please contact the surgery to arrange
an appointment
CHRISTMAS/NEWYEAR CLOSURES
Friday 22 Dec - normal
Mon & Tues 25, 26 Dec closed
Wed 27 Dec - normal
Thurs 28 Dec - normal
Friday 29 Dec - normal
Mon & Tues 1, 2 Jan 07 closed

Please make a note to order
your repeat prescriptions in good time
for the holiday period.

If you require adoctor urgently
over the festive season please call
NHS 24 on 08454 24 24 24 - or
telephone the surgery on 770340 and
the number will be relayed to you on
the answering service.

Seasons greetings from Dr
Pugh, Dr Maclean and all the staff at
Edenkiln. Have a safe and happy
Christmas, and healthy new year.

SURGERY HOURS

PANTOMIME

The Blane Valley Players are busy
rehearsing their annual
pantomime, Peter and the Lost

Boys, the story of Peter Pan written by
Neal MacCowan. This is a great panto
with lots of pirates, the bad Captain
Hook, the Darling children and, of
course, our hero, Peter. The Linda
Turner dancers will also be there to
delight the audience. There will be lots
of fun for all so don’t miss it. Don’t
miss this wonderful show.

The Saturday night raffle will be
donated to Great Ormond Street
Childrens’ Hospital.

Wednesday 10th to Saturday 13th
January 2007

7.30pm Edmonstone Hall
Tickets on sale in the

Library and the Chemist
£5 for Adults, £3 for Children

SCHOOL BOARD The cost of installing an astroturfed
multicourt on the school playing field is
around £62,000 without floodlights, and
around £72,000 with floodlights.
Funding has been applied for from
several bodies including the Local
Community Development Fund
(LCDF), Sports Sco tland (lottery
funding) and the SFA. Hopefully all 3
will grant funding, with fundraising from
the school and other community groups
making up any shortfall. Funding
applications to LCDF go through a 2
stage process with our first stage
application being considered in late
January. Sports Scotland meet monthly
and will hopefully make a decision
regarding funding in December or early
January. We will keep our fingers
crossed that funding is given. Thanks to
Dermott Hawkins for all his hard work!

ANTI-BULLYING POLICY
The School Board is planning on

up-dating the School Anti-bullying
Policy next term. If you have any
comments or suggestions regarding this,
please contact a member of the School
Board.

DATE FOR DIARY
Asyou may be aware, the Parental

Involvement Bill comes into effect from
August 2007. TheSchool Board will not
exist in its current form. An evening
information session for parents is
planned for Thursday 25th January 2007
to update all parents. More details will
follow.

WELL DONE TOO

SPARE COPIES OF
THE BLANE CAN BE
BOUGHT IN THE

LIBRARY

RECYCLING TO
ERITREA
PRIMARY 4 pupils are sending parcels
of books that are no longer used by the
school, out to Morven Bulloch in Eritrea.

Morven, a former teacher here, is
in Eritrea where she is training teachers
under the auspicesof VSO. The children
send small parcels each week as larger
ones are treated with suspicion by the
authorities and may not reach their
destination.

Thepostage is being paid from the
funds raised by thepupils last year when
they put on a musical play, “The Rockin’
’n’ Rollin’ Circus” to support Morven.
See the June 2006 issue of the Blane.
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Lynne James

Since the last edition of The Blane
we have upheld Strathblane
library's reputation for punching

above its weight! Our two events for the
Stirling Book Festival were enormous
successes, thanks to all of you. The Big
Issue day saw 390 people pass over our

threshhold and we were genuinely
delighted with the response from so
many of you. Thanks to those of you
who supplied baking as well as coming
to swell the numbers. We hope you all
enjoyed the chance to have coffee and
chat as you browsed the books! The
evening with Fair Trade as its theme was
also tremendously well supported, in fact
it drew the biggest audience for any event
outside Stirling itself so, THANK YOU
ALL. As the Festival will be repeated
next year throughout the Stirling area,
we can’t be resting on our laurels so we
will have to come up with another set of
events to rival this year's!

Book Group

The Book Group is up and running
for its new session and we would

love to see new faces. The evenings are
always the third Tuesday in the month

Me again

So, what would be the highlight of
our trip to Japan as we look back
on it? Would it be travelling at

r id iculously high speed on the
Shinkansen, bullet train to you and me,
between Osaka and Kyoto? Well, that
was great but, no, that’s not it.

Would it be the first sight of my
eldest son for eight months as he loped
down the hotel lobby towards me? That
had to be one of the best moments
certainly, but, there are more …

Might it be watching that same
boy, standing with his six foot dad at
his side, surrounded by clamouring
Japanese schoolchildren, all desperate to
be pho tographed with the TALL
Westerners? That surely made me smile
but..

It could have been the breathtaking
beauty of the Autumn trees on
the mountainsideon the way up
to Koya San, one of the most
sacred areas in Western Japan,
where over 52 temples nestle at
the centre of a circle of eight
high mountains. (We stayed
overnight in one of the temples
and got up at 6 a.m to join the
monks at their prayers. I can’t
say we understood any part of
the service, but getting me up
at that time in the morning
undoubtedly requiredsome kind
of miracle!) It could have been
that, but it wasn’t.

It wasn’t even the two
gorgeous geishas who walked
past us in the Gion district of
Kyo to , even though they were
outstandingly beautiful and fragile
looking in a country full of beautiful,
fragile looking women (doesnothing for
your ego that, I can tell you!)

Nor was it standing before
the enormous figure of Buddha
at Nara. At 53 feet high, this

amazing statue dates
from 752 and, when it
needs to be dusted, four
or five monks can stand
in the palm of its
outstretched hand.
Mind you, the ancient
workmanship is a little
bi t shoddy, the
Buddha’s head kept
falling off and having to
be rep laced …
admittedly because of
earthquakes and fires
but they should have
thought of that!!!

I can’t even begin
to descr ibe how
wonderful our trip was.
Japan is such a land of
contrasts; modern
skyscrapers stand right

beside ancient
palaces and shrines, kimonoed
ladies stand chatting on their
mobi le phones and the
tranquillity of the Zen gardens
competeswith the bright frenetic
walls of advertising which light
up the city streets. The people
are charming, relaxed and
friendly, seemingly very happy
to l ive with in a str ictly
regimented society. The only
anarchy comes in the form of
cyclists who career up and down
the pavements with absolutely
no care for pedestrians at all!

The food was wonderful
and we even managed to eat a
(runny) fried egg with

chopsticks. We slept on futons with rice
(uncooked of course) pillows and knelt
on the floor for many of our meals. I
have to admit that being only five foot
two in my bare feet is a distinct
advantagewhen it comes to the kneeling
part!

So, after all that, what was the

LOO-DICROUS TALE FROM JAPAN

and start at 8 p.m. We have a great deal
of lively discussion ... sometimes it’s
actually about the book we haveall been
reading! Over the years I have been
given so many fascinating recommend-
ations for books and have read all sorts
of books that I might never have picked
up. Do come along if you are interested.

You may notice over the next few
weeks that our book stock is looking a
bit depleted. We are in the process of a
major overhaul of our fiction stock,
ruthlessly removing books that have been
taking up room on our shelves for too
long.

Although we will end up with
fewer books, we hope that you will feel
the benefit of not having to wade through
lots of old titles to find what you are
looking for. Sometimes it was a real case
of not seeing the wood for the trees I
fear. Please let us know what you think
(WHEN WE ARE FINISHED!)

You can take the girl away from the library but you can’t
take the library away from the girl!

highlight? It was the toilets naturally!
Let me set the scene; before we left to
visit Richard, our son who is out in Japan
for ayear teaching English, I read horror
stories about Japanese loos! Imagine my
delight to find heated toilet seats, pink
and blue buttons that spray water, and,
my personal favourite, a green button
that plays music for you for as long as
you wish (yesyou can all supply the joke
about Handel's Water Music)!! Foreign
travel certainly broadens your horizons,
but as you can see from the picture, you
can take the girl away from the library
but you can’t take the library away from
the girl!

LIBRARY HOURS OVER
THE HOLIDAY PERIOD
The library will be closed on the
following dates:
Saturday 23 Dec 30 December
Monday 25 Dec 1 January
Tuesday 26 Dec 2 January
Wednesday 27 Dec 3 January
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We wish to reflect the views and opinions
o f the whole community wi thou t
including anything that would offend
anyone. We would emphasise that the
views expressed in the Blane are not
necessarily those of the editor and he
retains the right to have the final say on
any articles included.

Doctors Surgeries

Strathblane 770340
Killearn 550339
(prescription line) 550095

Police 770224
Crimestoppers 0800 555111

Post Office 770291
Pharmacy 770731
Primary School 770608

Royal Bank 770610
Library 770737

J & K Muir
Plumbing &

Heating Services

770261

44 Glasgow Rd
Blanefield

Blane Valley
Inn

770303

Open all day
Every day

Meals always available

R Dickson

Private Hire
ANYWHERE
AT ANY TIME

Competitive Rates

770040
Mobile 078 01 372 735

Brown’s
Butcher, General Store

& Post Office

Opening Hours
Mon-Fri 9.00 to 6.00

Sat 9.00 to 1.00
Closed lunchtime 12.45 to 2.15770255 (Shop)

770291 (PO)

John Lawrie
Translation Service

German, Spanish or
Portuguese into English

English into German & Spanish
Face to face interpretation in

German & Spanish

770151
fax: 0870 134 7377

johnlawrie@oddpost.com

Strathblane
Pharmacy

770731

Prescriptions,
Toiletries

• •

• •

•

•

• •

FUNCTIONS PARTIES
WEDDINGS CELEBRATIONS

NIGHTS OUT
AIRPORT, BUS & RAILWAY TRANSFERS

TOURS APPOINTMENTS...

771321

www.visit-lochlomond.com

Accommodation
around the loch

Sports and Leisure, Shopping
Wedding / Celebrations etc.

“What’s On” listing,
monthly Newsletter

Suggestions and ideas welcome

Willie Bell
Info@visit-lochlomond.com

Blanefie
ld

Cars

Cars & 8 seater mini bus
available for all your travel

requirements

D & M Frood

4 Craigfern Drive
Blanefield

 770646

DAWSON
ELECTRICAL
All Domestic and

Commercial Installations
carried out

Phone Graham

770999

STRATHBLANE
COUNTRY HOUSE

FOR RESERVATIONS
01360 770491

Fax 01360 770345


Fresh meat & home made pies
Groceries, frozen foods,

fresh fruit & veg
Envelopes, greetings cards

newspapers, magazines

Groceries, chilled & frozen food
Crisps and confectionary, Off-licence

Magazines & newspapers
National Lottery,

Major Mobile phone top-up cards
LINK Network ATM cash machine

 770123

Open 7 days
7.30am -10pm

Premier StoreWilliam Wallace
& Sons

General Building
Contractors


770266

Derek Edward

Hairdresser &
Stylist


770634

Southview Road


770002Stockiemuir Rd

For Men & Women
Cutting, colouring

Perming

71A GLASGOW ROAD

 771070

LYNDA TURNER ASDTA

SCHOOL of DANCING

Adult Line Dancing
Mondays 11am-12pm
Thursdays 8-9.30pm

Edmonstone Hall

 770390

Arthouse
Limited Edition Prints
Strathblane/Blanefield

and the surrounding area
by

Andrew McNeish

22a Kirkhouse Road

C T M DESIGN Ltd
Chartered Architects
Planning Supervisors
Director C T McNair

14 Craigenlay Ave
Blanefield

Glasgow G63 9DR

RIBAARIAS MaPS

 & fax:
Mobile: 07798 875 345

770666

c.mcnair@ctm-design.freeserve.co.uk

Milndavie Farm
Riding Centre

Lessons. Special courses
for children - take care of

a pony for a week
Adults - ride across open
moorland, discover local

bridleways

 770658

Fun for all!

Jennifer Thomas
Upholstery &

Soft Furnishings

 770857

 771134

Office support
services both off-site
or on-site for large or

small businesses
770149

/Fax 770983
11, Milngavie Rd., Strathblane

All roof repairs, slating,
tiling, guttering, leadwork,

roughcasting, storm damage,
Professional Tradesman

Tel: 770708
Mob: 0796 883 1313

G S (ROOFING)
Strathblane

771313

Mister Handyman
Small jobs &
home repairs

Call Charlie Ward for
information

www.mister-handyman.co.uk

 771110
Delicatessen

Finest
foods
from

around the world

ROBERTSONS
Architectural Consultants
• Extension?
• Dormer?
• Internal Alterations?

rac_ltd@btinternet.com
www.robertsons-architects.co.uk

01360 771280

 770166
Mob: 07745046483

Chartered
Physiotherapist

D M Joinery
Home extensions
Timber decking & fencing
Attic conversions
All property maintenance

 771543

Home Fitness
& Rehab

David McLean M.Phil, BA

Expert help from

 770919

SAORSA
Clothing

Alterations

771065
by Anne Scott

771544

The Quinloch
Accommodation for
relatives, friends,
Wedding guests?

770225

Helen Loudon

Farm-House B & B

kfbrickwork@btinternet.com

Wide Range of Building
Services Free Estimates*
01360 770836
Mobile: 07915346447

Lorne Howell
Joiner & Builder

Attic conversions
Home extensions

Fitted kitchens
Bathrooms

All property maintenance
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We welcomecomments on
anything thatappears in the
newsletter. Please write to the
Editor, Mike Fischbacher, at:

4 Southview Road, Strathblane
G63 9JQ
or e-mail:
theblane@strathblanefield.org.uk
 01360 770716

RURAL ACCESS SERVICE

The Rural Access Service assists
peopleexperiencing mental ill health

to livea fulfilling life in their community
and works closely with the person to
enable them to achieve goals.

To access this Service you must
be aged between 18 and 65 years and
live within the rural areas of Stirling
District. If you or anyone you know

could benefit from this Service
please contact SDAMH on

01786 451203.

SEE THE WARD MAP IN THE LIBRARY

BLANEFIELD WARD
David Anderson 770669
Willie Oswald 770497
Margaret Vass 770131

STRATHBLANE WARD
Elspeth Posnett 770113
Alastair Smith 770120
Marjorie Peddie 770074
Finlay Fountain 770488

MUGDOCK WARD
Philip Graves 0141 956 1954
Bob Flashman 770979
John Gray 771031

COMMUNITY COUNCILLORS

Alex Cole-Hamilton, Prospective Lib Dem Scottish Parliamentary candidate for
Stirling

Following new legislation, voters next May will, for the first time, elect their
local councillors through a system of proportional representation. As a result,
the faceof local government in Scotland will change beyond recognition. For

the first time, every vote cast will have a real and lasting effect on the make up of
our local Councils. The seismic shift that proportional representation will create in
Scottish politics will be noticeable immediately, with Councils across Scotland having
to look to coalition government as parties, that had once enjoyed total control over
large areas, will have their majorities slashed and iron grips loosened.

In a simple ballot process, voters will be asked to rank local candidates in
order of preference. Larger wards mean that voters will now be represented by
either 3 or 4 different councillors; as such they will for the first time be able to
choose whom to go to for advice and assistance.

POST HOUSE
GALLERY

The Post House Gallery has just
celebrated its first birthday and
has already expanded after what

has been a very exciting and successful
year. New Gallery space has been
opened up and Gillian also has her
pottery workshop ready for the New
Year.

As Christmas approaches the
Gallery is filled with lots of exciting gift
ideas for friends and family as well as
for the home. Finding original gifts for
men can often be a challenge, but the
stylish Alessi range provides plenty of
stocking fillers and larger gift ideas. Or
what about an executive briefcase or
piece of luggage from Sandstorm?

Anta throws, Tait and Sty le
designer scarves, candles, cards,
Christmas decorat ions, exqu isite
jewellery, handbags, Steiff toys, Emma
Bridgewater pottery - the list seems
almost end less. Come and warm
yourselves by the stove and enjoy a first
class local shopping experience away
from the bustle of town. There really is
something for everyone.

The long established Old Mill
Gift Shop in Killearn has been
under new ownership since

Easter. Wendy Ross (from
Blanefield), who has been working
in the fashion business for the last
twenty years, has added a real touch
of sparkle to the range of products
available. Now known as The Old
Mill Gift & Accessories Shop, she
has added hugely to the fashion
accessories side of the business and
is surely ho ld ing the largest
selection in the area. The jewellery
from Monili, Kit Heath, Jules Jules etc is really gorgeous and complements the
ranges of casual and leather bags, scarves, hats and gloves. Wendy is also a qualified
colour analyst and so she has been able to give lots of informed advice to anyone
who needs a little help in matching up items or creating their own style.

New ranges of body products, ceramics, baby toys, unusual candles, quality
picture frames, homeware and other things to brighten up your life have flooded in.
Having two girls of her own, Wendy realised there was a big gap in the market for
gift ideas for children above the age of eight (especially girls). She has sourced
some great ranges of jewellery, bags and other fun gift ideas especially for that
tricky age and the response so far has been terrific. She has been careful, however,
not to lose sight of what was best liked about the shop in the first place and things
like cards and children's toys are as plentiful and imaginative as ever.

A good gift shop should not only inspire people but also have a healthy slice
of fun thrown in. So if you are looking for a little inspiration this Xmas and fancy
a short trip out to Killearn rather then the drudge of the city, pop into the village
shop with the big selection and friendly service. It is open 7 days and parking is
right at the door. (The bus service isn't bad either!!)

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE

Why not order your turkey from
Brown’s Butcher shop? Or
what about a joint of beef for a

change? There are also great steak pies
to save cooking during the holidays.

Christine wants to remind you to
post your cards as early as possible.
Opening hours for Browns are:
Sat 23rd December 7am-1pm
Sun 24th 8am-1pm
Christmas Day Closed
Boxing Day 8am-12.30

30th December 7am-1pm
31st 8am-1pm
1st January Closed
2nd 8am-12.30
3rd Shop normal, butcher closed
Thestaff of Brown’s Shop wish everyone
a happy Christmas.

MULTI-MEMBER WARDS Derek Edward would
like to wish all his

customers a
very happy Christmas

The Blane asked around for someone to explain briefly
thenew method of electing local councillors.Alex Cole-
Hamilton kindly wrote the articlebelow at the request
of Joanna Lynch. We stress that we do not support
any party and do not normally include any articles of
a party political nature. However, we are grateful to Alex for his clarification.


